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Germans celePrate
the 10th
anniversary of the
fall of the Berlin
Wall.

I Columnist Sarah Delaney
proposes "X-Files" Dana Scully
' as a positive role model.

SPORTS

Ohio helps the Bowling Green
Police Department by funding
half of the bill for new
bullet-proof vests for officers.
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Weather Today:
mostly cloudy
High 63. Low 52

11
Volleyball heads to
Ball State for 7 p.m.
match.
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Kohl electricity comes up short
By BRANDIBARHITE
The BG News
A primary
electrical
Teed that supplies
electricity to Kohl
Hall rotted Monday leaving the
residence hall with subpar electricity.
The problem, which began at
7:15 a.m., is affecting 100
rooms in the west wing of Kohl
Hall.
Since then, Kohl Hall residents have been asked to limit
their use of electricity and coordinate their use of microwaves
and hairdryers, according to
Joel Freimark, president of
Kohl Hall. The laundry room
has also been closed in hopes of
conserving energy.
Jim Zentmeyer, associate
director of University housing,
said the problem is temporary
and that plans are to either
reestablish the standard electrical feed or add additional
transformers to prepare Kohl
for an electrical upgrade.
"In seven to 10 days we hope
to have at least reestablished
the past power," Zentmeyer
said.
Kohl Hall residents, however, are irritated by the inconvenience. Justin Sandy, who lives
on the first floor of Kohl, said
that this is not an isolated incident.
"The problems at Kohl have
been going on all year," Sandy
said. "The electricity will just
go out on my side of the hall."
He is also annoyed that a
memo was posted that asked
Kohl Hall residents to use less
electricity after 5 p.m.
"I need to use my computer
at night and I don't like the fact
that we have to coordinate
when we use our microwaves so
we don't lose power," Sandy
said.

BG News Photo/ SARA GRIGSBY
Repairmen from Vaughn Industries repair the primary electrical feed for Kohl Hall Tuesday night.
Freimark agreed.
"Since the beginning of the
school year the power would
surge and go off constantly," he
said.
Zentmeyer who admits that
Kohl has had electrical problems, said the problems can be
attributed to Kohl being 60
years old.
"Kohl is an old building and
it is not capable of handling all
the electrical demands," Zent-

meyer said.
He said that because students are taking advantage of
the University's new policy that
allows them to bring their own
refrigerators and microwaves
from home, some residence
halls, including Kohl, MacDonald and Rodgers, are not electrically wired to handle the
increase.
For example, Zentmeyer said
that it takes two amperages of
power to run one refrigerator.

while the older residence halls
only have 60 amperages per
floor, which could easily trigger
a blackout if "everyone decides
to use their hairdryers at five
minutes to eight," Zentmeyer
said.
Although Zentmeyer said
Kohl's electricity will be
restored to its past capacity,
there are more permanent
plans to upgrade Kohl electrical wiring this year, Zentmeyer
said.

Students voice concern about Coke
By AMYJOL. BROWN
The BG News
Over 1,700 students signed a
petition against any exclusive
beverage contract between
Coca-Cola and the University.
Fearful that Coke, with a
background of broken environmental
promises,
would
become the dominant soft drink
on campus, the Environmental
Action Group gathered the signatures in just one day.
In response, Atlanta CocaCola representatives flew to
Bowling Green to
meet
with
members
of
EAG on Friday.
At the meeting, EAG told
the company
that in order
for students to
support a contract
with
Coke, several
environmental
standards had
to be met.
First, Coca-Cola must use at
least 25 percent post consumer
materials in their products sold
at the University. Second, the
soft drink giant must also pay
for any increased costs to the
University's recycling program
that may result from the growing number of plastic 20 oz. bottles on campus.
"We want to support a company that really truly goes

along with its promises," said
Megan McCarthy, spokesperson for EAG.
According to research done
by EAG, in
1990 Coke
announced it would use recycled plastic in its soda bottles.
In 1993, however, the company
stopped the program, citing
high costs as the reason.
"We did make a big PR
blast with [the addition of
recycled products in Coke
products)," said Jeffrey
Foote, director of Corporate
Environmental Affairs
for

sumers raised the cost of production significantly.
"It was not an efficient economic system," Foote said.
"This is a- very competitive
business, and we have been
able to keep costs even."
The price today for a 12-pack
of coke products is $2.99 — the
same as it was

Coca-Cola. "There was a two
year process where we had
recycled content."
He said the company did not
count on higher premiums,
though.
"We were under the impression that the cost premiums
would go down as a result of
the packaging," he said.
Instead, the processes to
clean the bottles to ensure they
could safely be re-used by con-

10 years ago, according to
Foote.
"We didn't close the doors on
recycling," he said. Since Coke
renounced its decision to
include recycled content in its
products, the company has
spent $13 million on researching new technologies that
would enable them to use recycled content in a cost effective
way.
Until then, Coke said their

plastic products are being
recovered now and are being
recycled into other industries,
such as carpets.
"We're not going to pay huge
premiums to put material in
our own bottles if that material
can be used elsewhere," Foote
said. "Well recycle the materials you use, but it'll be more
expensive for us to put
those materials into
our bottles."
Foote asked EAG
if they would think
about working with
Coke on solving the
problem.
"We're encouraged
by
what
we've
heard,"
McCarthy
said, but still insisted along with the
other EAG members
that at least 25 percent recycled material must be used in
products
brought
onto campus.
As to the second mandate of
EAG's petition requiring the
company to pay for additional
costs to the recycling program,
McCarthy said in a later interview, Coke implied it was willing to pay for additional recycling costs incurred at the University.
McCarthy also said that
while the original petition was
i See COKE, page eight.

"We weren't planning on this
happening so now Kohl is going
to be a higher priority," Zentmeyer said.
Despite promised University
action, Freimark believes that
Kohl's electrical problems have
mostly been ignored.
"They are spending money
for the new Union, while this
has been a major problem in
Kohl for months," Freimark
said. "They need to get their
priorities straight."

Men's
Chorus goes
on tour
By CRAIG GIFFORD
The BG News
In preparation for its show
on Sunday afternoon, the Men's
Chorus will be performing at
six of Ohio's high schools this
Thursday and Friday.
The annual tour of schools
will start Thursday. Nov. 11, at
8:30 a.m., with a performance
at Middletown High School.
The chorus will then travel to
Grove City High School and
Trinity United Church of Christ
in Canton.
The tour will conclude on
Friday with performances at
Central Christian High School
in Kidron, New Philadelphia
High School and Coshocton
High School.
"We make it a point to get
out to the high schools each
year," Chris Carducci, vice president of the men's chorus, said.
"It is great to see the faces of
the kids, and seeing them clapping and cheering."
According to R.D. Mathey,
director of the Men's Chorus,
this tour of Ohio's high schools
is not only a way to tune up for
Sunday's performance, but also
"a way to get the name of BGSU
out to high school students and
spread the word that it is a
place to consider for a collegiate
education."
Carducci agreed.
"A lot of prospective students
sec us and we can be a deciding
factor as to where they decide
to go to college." Carducci said.
Twenty-five of the current
110 chorus members said that
seeing the chorus' performance
in the past helped them decide
to come to the University,
according to Mathey.
Mathey also credits the tour
with bringing the members
closer together.
"It is good bonding time for
the members of our group," he
said.
Carducci agreed.
"It's a lot of fun for us to sing
together, we are a close-knit
group," Carducci said.
The group will be performing
sacred and secular music,
which will include "Blue Tail
Fly," "Down in the Valley," and
"Beautiful Dreamer."

Salute!

BG Newt Photo/ BEN FRENCH
Kristy Wolter salutes the POW's and MIA soldiers in remembrance of Veterans' Day during a ceremony held Tues., Nov. 9.

bftnew9@listproc.bgsti.edu
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OPINION
Role model found in Scully
I've been thinking a lot lately about television and the
media and how they shape our
lives. It's undeniable that the
media is one of the most powerful socialization forces in America today, but unfortunately,
there is a lot of negativity in the
media. And if you've read my
last two columns, you'll know I
also think the media (especially
television and magazines)
depict women in a bad way.
They emphasize a woman's
looks over her brains and her
talents.
So I decided to write this column about a positive female
role model on television: Gillian
Anderson (a.k.a. Dana Scully of
"The X-Files"). The season premier of "The X-Files" was last
Sunday night, and I was glued
to my television.
First off, I have to say that I
think "The X-Files" is probably
the best show I've ever seen on
TV (Sorry, Oprah). It's smart,
it's witty, it's deep and it stimulates educated minds. The XFiles explores the unknown and
promotes a search for truth.
They tackle difficult topics like
religion, psychic phenomena,
homicide, and aliens and they
make connections among them.
"The X-Files" also has welldeveloped characters, especially Dana Scully. Pamela Anderson she is not. Scullv is the

what she thinks and feels. I've
been watching "The X-Files" for
years, and never once have I
heard Scully dwell on not having a man. Never once have I
heard her make a negative
comment about her body's size
or shape. But I have heard her
assert herself and stand up for
her beliefs as well as her partner's.

"I guess what I like
most about Scully is
that she makes being
smart look sexy."
epitome of a strong woman.
She's educated - Scully is a
medical doctor and seems to
know a lot about psychology as
well. She's brave and has a
career as an FBI agent who
works on many dangerous and
strange cases. She's physically
active. In fact, Scully can really kick some ass because she's a
martial arts expert, too. And
she's modest. Scully doesn't
flaunt her stuff for Mulder, her
partner. She wears business
suits and understated makeup. She doesn't rely on her
looks to get ahead on the job.
I guess what I like most
about Scully is that she makes
being smart look sexy. She's not
afraid to use her brain or to
make bold statements about

And she looks like a real
woman. Scully isn't a size one.
She has hips and curves (unlike
Ally McBeal or the entire cast
of Friends). She doesn't wear
ridiculous trendy clothes or
uncomfortable shoes. But she
always looks very sophisticated.
Another thing I really like
about "The X-Files" is that the
show twists typical gender
stereotypes. Fox Mulder, Scully's male partner, often relies
on his emotions and intuitions
to find answers to the questions
that arise during their cases.
He follows his gut reactions.
Scully, on the other hand, is a
skeptic. She relies on science
and scientific proof to provide
the answers.
Scully is not
afraid of science. She performs
an autopsy in practically every
episode. And I've seen her work
with microscopes, computers,
DNA samples and blood samples to find factual evidence.
I also like the show's theme.
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Long-overdue
thank you to vets

years of his life to a mission
that more often then not was
made his duty without explanaThe sky was still blue and tion. He didn't dodge this duty,
the winds still pushed across even if he saw others do so. He
the seas. The day seemed to be put his entire future on the
like all the rest, as millions of line, so that we wouldn't have
Americans went on with their to. He braved the enemy, and
ever-so-unchanging daily rou- upon return the cynics who
tine. Some kids were playing in could never comprehend what
a park, while their parents he saw. He gave his body, heart
enjoyed the beauty of the and soul to something greater
changing colors in the leaves. than himself. And those like
Still more were at work count- him, who lived to survive this
ing the hours until lunch, while quest, were just made to enter
across town a third grade class back into the rat race of everywas visiting the History Muse- day life. They're given no privum. It was just another one of ilege for the privileges they
those marvelous days that we gave us.
Americans of every race, ethas Americans can live. A life
that is so unbelievably taken nicity and ability level have
for granted by some, a gift that throughout the history of this
has always just been here for land served gallantly in war.
These Americans have fought
most of us.
In contrast, somewhere in to stop repressive dictators, furthe dreams of one of our fellow ther democracy and end injuscitizens a vision of pain and tice. This fact has provided our
anguish fills their mind. generation with the ability to
Visions that are so remarkably pursue such dreams as a colvivid that not even the wildest lege education.
Yet, it seems that for many of
imagination could create.
Today's dream is of a fellow us it has become easy to forget
soldier who fought near his or to minimize the contribuside. He could still remember tions of America's veterans.
the exact words that his friend However, if our veterans didn't
spoke to him: "If only I can get accomplish what they did, what
out of this mess, then HI tell would this country be? Would
my wife and kids how much I it still be the land of the Amerilove them. I'm going to become can Dream or the world's supera better man." But his friend power'' Not a chance
So on Nov. 11, when the wind
never got the chance. He died
blows upon the American flag
that day on the battlefield.
Now the dream ends and the like it always does in Bowling
man wakes up in a cold sweat Green, and the day seems to be
without a tear. Time and like every other, take a second
thought has hardened this man to realize it wasn't always like
to these reoccurring dreams. this for our veterans. UnderThe same pride and toughness stand that they have seen and
that kept him alive on the bat- done the duty of a soldier. And
tlefield keeps him working hard with all the compassion that
each day. He is an American you can muster thank our veterans. They're walking gospels
veteran.
A man who gave the best of giving for the greater good.

Scully and Mulder question the
answers. They investigate
international government conspiracies and extraterrestrial
life, and they don't take anything they learn at face value.
They take a deeper look at
what they find before attempting to reach a conclusion. They
also have a strong non-sexual
bond as partners and friends.
Their work over the years has
taught them to trust no one but
each other in their search for
truth. But they never lose sight
of the fact they're professionals.
Scully and Mulder have never
shared even a kiss (outside of
their dreams about each other).
They value each other for
what's inside, not for their bod-

I

Question: What is the single most important thing in I
relationship?

Mar lie Rerucha
Senior
Biology
"That you don't
force each other to
be something

Lisa Dykes
Senior
IPCVPR
"Never stop
: having fun!"

you're not."

Overall, I think "The XFiles" is a great example of how
good television could be for
women. If more shows portrayed female characters like
Scully instead of force-feeding
their audience stereotypical
female characters, perhaps
more people would lose sight of
those stereotypes and see
women as individuals.

Sarah Delaney is anxiously
awaiting Sunday night. She
can be reached at delaney®
bgnet.bgsu.edu.

Stacy Schapira
Junior
IPC j
"Great sex and a
whole lotta love."

Michael Mj
Senior!
Bus. Pre-liw
"Open, hone
intelligent and
uninhib|ted communication. Oh
yeah, and not
screwing the per-"
son over like the
adnunist ration ',
does to us is
important, too."

Frankie Drake
Senior
Architecture
"Lisa Shawaker."
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Some day you may wish to be
like those on earth who have
the most fame and fortune, but
know that there is no more
nobler a thing than to be an
American veteran.
Steven Vargo
sp var go@bgn e t. bgs u .ed u

Hayes computer
lab needs watching
Psst, I got a secret. Well, it's
not really a secret, but I don't
think that the news has filtered
down to every single undergraduate yet. What am I talking about? Open admittance to
the Hayes 025 FSG, lab of
course. I know there's a sign
that specifically says faculty,
staff and graduate students
only. But guess what - no one
cares! That's right, stroll on in
there at your leisure. No one is
going to stop you. Need to
check your e-mail? Want to
laser-print 50 copies of your
fantasy football stats for nada?
Maybe you have a class in
Hayes Hall or you just don't
have the energy to walk to one
of those out-of-the-way computer labs. Whatever your reason
may be, feel free to use the FSG
lab to your heart's content.
Besides the convenience of it,
you can hobnob with really
smart graduate students. They
really don't mind if you ask
them for help with your schoolwork. They just try to look like
they're busy to impress you.
Considering that I'm a graduate student who frequently
uses the FSG lab, you may wonder why I'm bothering to mention this bit of information to
undergraduate
folk.
It's
because the existence of such a
lab should naturally warrant

some means to verify WHO
goes into it. It's just silly to call
it the FSG lab and not check
IDs. I don't recall seeing freshman composition textbooks
lying on a table with a sign that
said "Free For Grad Teaching
Assistants Only." The difference is that if anyone beside
teaching assistants took those
books, it would cost the University money. The computers in
the lab won't be going anywhere no matter who uses
them, so it seems apparent that
no one gives a you-know-what
(preferably "rat's ass").
The
bottom line is that this problem
needs addressed; it's only going
to be compounded when the
union lab is demolished in January. Either change the name
of lab or make sure it lives up to
the title it was given.
Rob Green
rgreen@bgnet.bgsu.edu

Letters to the Editor Policy
Do you agree with all of this? We doubt It. Write us and let us
know where you stand. '..
■ Letters to the Editor. Letters are to be less than 500 words (less
than two typed, double-spaced pages). These are usually In
response
toTcurrent JganL BGSU campus or Bowling Green
^
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published dally during
the academic
year and weekly Aduring
the

■ Guest Cohunns. Longer pieces (between 600-800 words) can be
submitted as Guest Columns. Guest columns will be subject to
space limitations and considered based on topic relevance and
quality.
To submit a Guest Column or Letter, bring a copy on a labeled
disk (Microsoft Word, Mac compatible) to 210 West Hill and leave
It in the Opinion Editor's mailbox Or, send it on e-mail to tay
lotx3>bgnet.bgsu.edu and give it the subject, 'Letter to the Editor".

summer semester.
Opinions expressed, In columns and letters to the editor are not necessarily those of the student body, faculty, University admtolstraflon or The BG News. Unsigned editorials' are the opinion of the Fall
iggn BG News staff.

Also, you can check out back Issues of the Opinion page on the
web at www.bgnews.com.
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The BG News encourages its readers to notify the paper of any
errors in stories or photograph descriptions.
Dedstons
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"**< bV th* Editor-in-Chief and the Editorial Board are

The Opinion Page of th\
BG News is accepting
editorial cartoons, guest
columns, and letters to the
Editor. Please send all submissions to the Opinion
Mailbox, 210 West Hall, in
hard copy or disk format,
or email to
taylob@bgnet.bgsu.edu.
210 West Hall
Bowling Green State University
Bowling Green, Ohio 43403
Phone: (419) 372-2601
E-mail: bgnews@listproc.bgsu.edu
Website:bgnews.com
Melissa Naymik
Editor-in-Chief
Brandi Barhite
Sara Eaton
Managing Editor
Assistant Managing Editor
Matt Steiner
Clint McDonell
Sports Editor
Copy Chief
Scott Zimmer
Mike Lehmkuhle
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ACROSS
1 Pic
6 Man with a
spoiled I*'
10"_ Lisa"
14 Drink like a cat
15 Auto racer Petty
16 Cools down
17 Exhilarate
18 District
19 Orlop or poop
20 Altar all is said
and done
?? Hardwood trees
23 Marsh grass
24 Coffee server
25 Hinder
28 Spaniards and
Portuguese
33 Joker
34 DvvigM's rival
35 Silver or Ely
36 Altar vow
37 Hot-water
heaters
39 _-de-France
40 Goiter Ernie
41 Annexed
42 Island in the Firth
of Clyde
43 Sandwich option
45 Small gable
47 Simple bed
46 Atmosphere
49 Cassowary km
51 Gesture o<
rejection
57 Periods
58 Latvian capital
59 Classic tune
60 Fencer's foil
61 Troubles
62 Simon and
Young
63 Beatty and
Rorem
64 Singe- Redding
65 Dispatches
DOWN
Not guilty, eg
Staunch
Fiery gem
Instructed
privately
5 Uncorked
6 Scandinavian
1
2
3
4

• Isnoortac
cartoons! •

WEATHER
this week
THURSDAY:
Sunny
High, 55
Low, 40

Ohio weather
Wednesday, Nov. 10
AccuWeather*1 forecast tor daytime conditions, high/low temperatures

FRIDAY:

o

O

Mostly
Cloudy
High, 58
Low, 35

SATURDAY:
Mostly
Cloudy
High, 60
Low, 40

«P

Keep updated on the
weather this week and every
week with Page Three®.

© 1999 AccuWeather, Inc.
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PAGE THREE® BRAND)
HUMOR COLUMNS STRIVE TO
PUT A KOOKY SPIN ON LIFE
HERE AT BGSU.
TAKE THEM WITH A
GRAIN OF SALT. WE DO.

3 Tribune Mcoa Services Inc
All rigrts reserved

poet
7 Vegas
constellation
8 Bullring cheers
9 Dog tired
10 Skater Ito
11 Mahne-lrfe
display
12 Narrowest part
13 Questions
21 $1,000
24 OB VII" author
25 More aloof
26 Truly
Deeply'
27 Initiated court
action
28 Loafed about
29 Used leeches
30 LendaMe organ'
31 Teachers" star
32 Look of contempt
34 Verdi heroine
37 Simpson kid
38 Lyrical poem
42 Ben of the
"Washington
Post"

11/10/99

CROSS
word
LOOKING FOR
ANSWERS IN ALL
THE WRONG

PLACES?
GET SOME HELP
FROM THE
ANSWER KEY —
mvtv.bpoetvs.com

44
45
46
48
49
50

4 p.m.
> Women Writers' Group
Encourages writers of all
C^"\ )(^T~\ I C experience to join them in a
supportive environment to
pursue individual creative
Friday, Nov. 5
writing goals and interests. For
further information, please con10 a.m.
tact Melissa Fraterrigo, 372Senior Portrait Sign-Up
Seniors graduating in Dec. 8227 or Rachael Perry, 372May or August should call Carl 9685. The Women's Center, 107
Hanna Hall.
Wolf Studios at 800/969-1338 to
schedule their Senior Portrait 4:45 p.m.
sitting. Portraits will be taken
Canada-Ohio Business
the week of Nov. 8. in the year- Dinner
book office, from 10 a.m.-6 p.m.
This event brings together repdaily. 28 West Hall.
resentatives from Canadian
companies doing business in
10 a.m. -3 p.m.
Northwest Ohio, area compaWelcome Week Leader Info nies doing business in Canada,
Table, Orientation Board
and others interested in
Education Steps.
strengthening business relations between Canada and our
2-3 p.m.
region. For reservations call
The Syllabus for Survival
372-2457. Room 10 IB Olscamp
This session will give graduate Hall.
students a chance to consider
form and function of class syl- 9 p.m.
labi that they create and/or use. vision
If planning to attend, please, The G/L/B/T/Q/Q/SS student
respond to grad600@bgnet. group on campus. New membgsu.edu. 103 Olscamp.
bers are welcome. You don't
have to define yourself in any
3:30 4:30 p.m.
particular way to be a part of
Education Abroad Informa- vision .. .it is a safe place to be
yourself (or to figure out who
tional Session
Learn about the many opportu- you are!). The Women's Center,
nities the Education Abroad 107 Hanna Hall.
Program has to offer. Call 20309 for more information. TBA
Six Billion and Counting ...
1103 Offenhauer West.
Feminist Perspectives on

UPCOMING

CEOs, casually
Name
Bean and WeHes
Pile up
idyllic spot
Teel sorry for
oneself

5i Peter, Paul and
Mary, for one
52 Swo'd handle
53 Jamaican fruit
54 Norse Zeus
55 Rampant
56 Scottish loch

World Population
The human population of the
world has just reached six billion people. Join Dr. Jeannie
Ludlow, American Culture
Studies, Dr. Steve Steel, Environmental Studies, and Wendy
Steinhacker, National Wildlife
Federation, as they talk about
population issues, the environment, and feminist efforts to
address human impact on the
earth. The Women's Center,
107 Hanna Hall.

Thursday, Nov. 11
Veterans Day
NO CLASSES. Weekend hours
in selected dining centers.
10 a.m.
Senior Portrait Sign-Up
28 West Hall.
8 p.m.
Night at the Rec
Sponsored by DRY DOCK.
Prizes and giveaways. All are
welcome.
8 p.m.
TNL
Well you've heard about it. Now
it's time to check out our church
services. Ice Arena Lounge.
8:15 p.m.
Bye, Bye Brazil

For more information call 3722268. Gish Film Theater.
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Lite Beyond Earth The search tor extraterrestrial intelligence and Creadon of DM Universe in) (in Stereo) X
In Steieo) I
Stereo) (El) X Rainbow ■
lite ini(jiiL.i
iiic
impact such
IUU' a discovery
u'M>uvi;if would
nwm have
num. (In
t•■ i Stereo)
-Jtcicu/ X
.1%
Space Mne
Seinfeld Trie Friends m
Beverly Hills. 90210 Baby You |G*t Real Big Numbers
News I
Newsredlo
Sl.r I.e.
Horn*
Mad About
Mtridsin (In Stereo) X
"4 20" I
ln.pf0Wfl.tnt You (In Stereo) Hamptons" X Stereo)*
Can Drrve My Car" (In Sleteo) X Stereo) X
Sports-Detroit (War (in
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[Friends*
Simpsons n
Simpsons [H NBA Basketball Detroi P.sios ■ Memoe^ Fleet Center (Live)
Slereo,' I
Stereo) I
Bastes)) t
Stcec!
Stereo) X
CBSEvtninq
News II
ABC World
News Tonight
NBC Nightly
Newaff
Business Rpt

Wheel of
Fortune I
Entertainment
Tonight (I
brew Carey (If
Stereo)X
Nc-vihour With

Jeopardy! £

Rock A Roll Forever: Ed
Sullivan's Greatest Hits ';
Two Guys and Be a
a Girl (I
Millionaire
Oateline (In Stereo) X
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CABLE STATIONS
AMC
COM
DISC
ESPN
HBO
HIST
FSO
SCIF1
TLC

TNT
USA
VHI

Movie:.... How Green Was My Val»/'(l9ai. Duma) Welter Movie:.... "SMoecoech (1939. Western) JohnWayne. Claire Movie: «..W The Sundowners" (1960. Drama) DeborehKerr.
P-rJoeon A tarmry ol Welsh miners snuggles to eke out a Irvsvj
Trevot TiaveWs embark on a perilous !np across the Southwest
Peler Ustinov Australian sheep drovers lace a cnasencwig daily lile
Saturday Sight Live '."
Daily Show (R) I Win Ban
Movie: • •', TopSOCTI'71964.Comedy)ValKilmer Arocktlar South Parti IManShow(R) Daily Show
Stain's Money
Dose. Back Crowes X
Weave Money bacomea caught up m esponage m East Germany
On the Inside "Coast Guard
How lo Survive How to prepare Escapes From Alcatrai The
Your New Houss
Wild Discovery Beluga Spirits On the Inside Coast Guard
(or a We-ot death srtuaicn
True Stones" (R)
Rescue Choppers" (R)
ol the Deep" (ft)
Rescue Choppers' |R)
Sportacanter X
Sportscenttr
Arele Awards lor Courage in Sports
PBA Bowling: Indianapoks Open From
BIWa.de Challenge ol
Champions - Semrftnal (R)
lndianapoto_
Chris Rock
[Movie: "lews
466) Movie: ,,<:, itmo Am IT Movie: ... >H«>ulL«n«"(l998.Bography) Bilk/ Crudup Track IMovIe: ••• t»Wwea(wn"(19e7. Drama)MaiGeson, Gai
King I
X
From a /Merstar Steve Prelontaine strives lor excellence. (In Slereo) PG-13"
Busey A veleran detective is panad with an eccentric partner tt X Don iting
19961 Jackie Chan 'PG-13 X
Oraal
Ships
"The
Submarines"
High Polnta in History (R)
20th Century The War Agamsl IStrange Case) of Uzzle Bordan Escape! Talee of Suspense:
IBOabs The hislory ol the bomb
The hasten) ol submannas (R)
Tobacco" (Rj
|R)3T
Valley Oltt In KimH
JsaaplorKl (R) X
f0)(
Sport,
FOX
Sports
News
football News I Leal Word
IHL Hockey Cleveland Lumberiacks al Defon Vipers (Live)

Mr

Herculaa: The Legendary
Journeys 0->:e a Hero (Hi X
Home Again
Home Again
IR)
Pi
Doe South North (In Steieo)
Baywatch "Livin' on the Fault
Line" (In Steieo) (Pan I ol 2) X
Top 10 Love
Where Are
Songs
They Now

Slide by W.e |R) (In
Ponsrgelat. The Legacy "Man
Sliders Molher and Chkr(R)
Sliders Sldsrs land r. a worU
Sliders _S
spat by oompular sschnology. X
ie Mar (In Slereo) X
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IMtfuassTJnlverse:
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6T
Eslreme Machlnss "Nuclear
Eitrame Machine* 'tsucaw
■rlsMla Urtsyajrw: The Human
Submarines (Pi
Suomannes' (R)
Body "Fltsi Slapa" (R)
Movie:.... "U-A-S-H- (1970) Two uiwrlhcdw"
ER "Love Among t* Rum" (In Movie:... -TraJrioPlaces". 1983 Comedy) Edd« Murphy. Dan I rVroyaL Jamie
Army doctors oacsare war on bunsauoacy.
Sweet
Lae Curtis. Two man s fcves are aaered by a be! made oelween rycotx.
IMovIe:... "Pnv«e Parts'llW Ccnw Howard Stem. Robsi Ourvers Rades IBaywatch
JAG "Goiria Alter FieMescaTri Waker.Tasaa Ranger "The
airwaves (In Stereo) I
"BaiaRun"
Slereo)!
Juggernaut (In Stereo) X
rsoward Slem beccmas king gllha New Yi
IVidso Tlmellna I Video TlmeUne lUst The beat
Behind the
List MM
Whan An They Now?'Gel
Behind the Music Shania
CnacAay
Twart" (R) (In Slereo)
Music tsMT
duel
Power (R) (to Slereo)
| BlonOe
||R) (In Slereo) duet (R)
Charles
Sliders LipschiU (*' (R) (In
Slereo) X
MlkaT^onStorylP)
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NEWS
2 septuplets have developmental problems

$pe atthr>totioii

Associated Press Writer
DES MOINES, Iowa— Two of the McCaughey septuplets have
developmental problems that affect their ability to walk, the
Ladies' Home Journal reports.
As they approach their second birthday, Brandon, Joel, Kenny,
Kelsey and Natalie — who like their two other siblings were born
Nov. 19, 1997 - are all talking and walking.
Nathan's lower body and leg muscles have been rigid since
birth, the magazine said in its December issue. And Alexis has
little strength in her trunk. Neither can walk or sit up without
help.
Tests found that both children have areas in their brains that
are underdeveloped.
"You never want your kids to have U> face anything hard, but
at the same time, it could be a lot worse," said Bobbi McCaughey, the children's mother. "If they do their therapy and exercise,
it won't get any worse than it is now, and it could get much better."
Both toddlers wear plastic leg braces to bend their ankles and
stretch their back leg muscles.

Praying

Investigation of profiting in fetal tissues

Black janitor charged with harassment

Associated Press Writer
ALBANY, NY. — A black janitor was charged with harassment after he admitted leaving hate notes signed by the Ku Klux
Klan on the doors of two black lawmakers, authorities said.
Darryl E. Gray, 35, who works for the state Office of General
Services, was charged Monday with two counts of second-degree
aggravated harassment, state police Capt. Gerald Meyer said. If
convicted. Gray could be sentenced to up to two years in prison.
Last Wednesday, state Sen. Velmanette Montgomery and
Assemblywoman Vivian Cook, both of New York City, found notes
on their doors in the Legislative Office Building with phrases
that included. "Kill all niggers because they don't belong here."
The notes were signed ' Yours truly KKK."
Meyer said Gray went to his supervisor, claiming he found the
notes on the third floor of the building in front of the offices and
put them on the doors Gray told his supervisor that he was coming forward bei ause he was afraid his fingerprints were on the
notes.
The supervisor called the state police, and Gray later admitted
typing the notes, Meyer said.

Associated Press Photo
Jewish settlers pray on a hilltop in the West Bank settlement of
Havat Maon equipped with sleeping bags, cement and tires
for burning. Young Jewish settlers have fortified this Isolated
hilltop which has been targeted for evacuation this week by
Israeli Prime Minister, Ehud Barak.

Are you an
organ&tissue
donor?
For a free brochure call
1-800-355-SHARF.
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Catholics invite millennium peace pledges
Associated Press Writer
',
CINCINNATI — Thinking about dropping a grudge or inviting a lonely neighbor to dinner?
A Roman Catholic publishing house and a coalition of Catholic
nuns are asking people worldwide to promise to do such acts to
promote peace in the beginning of the new century. Praying for
peace and volunteering for a cause also would fit the bill.
The Sisters United News, a coalition of 13 Catholic orders in
Ohio, Kentucky and Indiana, and the Cincinnati-based St.
Anthony Messenger Press plan to solicit the peace pledges
between this Dec. 1 and Jan. 6, 2001. The occasion is the Great
Jubilee Year, a church celebration of the new century's beginning.
The pledges can be e-mailed to the St. Anthony Messenger
Press' World Wide Web site or sent by conventional mail to the
Sisters United News in Cincinnati.
"We believe world peace begins at home," said a coalition member, Sister of Charity Mary Bookser "The hours one person
spends praying for peace or volunteering for a worthy cause can
contribute to a better, more peaceful world."

mmm

The problems
and the solutions
are Staring you
in the face.
Volunteers
of America"

Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON — The House passed a measure Tuesday urging its members to investigate whether private companies areviolating federal law by profiting from the sale of fetal parts used
in medical research.
The resolution passed by voice vote, but some Democrats
objected to language that referred to fetal tissue as "baby body
parts" and said the authors were trying to inflame the debate
over abortion rights.
Congress lifted a ban on federally funded research involving
fetal tissue transplants in 1993 but made it a felony to purchase
or sell that tissue for a profit.
The resolution's sponsor, Rep. Tom Tancredo, R-Colo., displayed a brochure from a company, which he said no longer has
a known address or phone number, that listed prices for fetal
parts, including "$50 for eyes, $150 for lungs and hearts and
$999 for an eight-week brain.
"Unfortunately, entrepreneurs appear to have found a profitable niche within the abortion industry and have begun to traffic in the body parts of aborted babies," he said.

The BG News is always accepting
applications for reporters.
Journalism major is not required,
just an interest in writing.
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50tf OFF All Appetizers%

The University Bookstore

24 Hour Towing

will be closed

• Transmission
• Tires
All Mechanical Work • Bearings
• Brakes
• All Farm Equip.
• Diesel and Gas Motors
- Low Shop Rates - Free Towing with Student ID (with qualified repair)

Thursday, November 11
in observance of
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Nachoa
• Potato Munchers • Popcorn
Fries
• Cheese Stix
• Mini Tacos
• Onion Rings * Poppers
• Breaded Veggies
Valid Moii. thru Sal. • T>j.m - 12 am • Expim 12/1/99
a
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B&B Truck & Auto
Repair & Welding
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VETERAN'S DAY

%

Got Web?
We Do
•
•
•
•
•
•

Daily crossword answers
Classifieds online
Archives of the Print Edition
Political cartoons & comics
Daily Horoscopes
Weather

40 Bishop Rd., Bowling Green, OH • 353-2!
-2526
13040

FALL 2000 LEASING
IS IN FULL SWING!
GREENBRIAR, INC.
352-0717
•
•
•
•

Mercer
Frazee
Field Manor
Bentwood

•
•
•
•

Heinz
Columbia Courts
Ridge Manor
Merry St.

Excerpts from Print
•
•
•
•
•

Today's News
Opinion
City & Campus
NOW Entertainment
Sports

352-0717
224 E. Wooster
Bowling Green, OH 43402

Hours:
Mon.-Fri. 9 a.m. - 5 p.m.
Saturday 9 a.m. -1 p.m.

1,2, & 3 Bedroom Apts. Available.
Many locations!
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www.bgnews.com
4
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Miranda rights undermined
by California police training
By LINDA DEUTSCH
AP Special Correspondent
LOS ANGELES — Some
California police departments
are circumventing the "You
have the right to remain
silent" Miranda warning by
training their officers to question suspects even after they
ask for an attorney, civil rights
lawyers say.
The lawyers say a training
videotape shown to departments statewide represents the
latest test of the Miranda ruling, which was handed down in
1966 by a liberal Supreme
Court and has been under
attack ever since.
Lawyers challenging the
tape's instructions call the tactic shocking. Others defend it
as effective police work.
"It's life imitating 'NYPD
Blue," said Mark Rosenbaum,
an American Civil Liberties
Union lawyer who is challenging the practice with a lawsuit.
The TV show often portrays
detectives giving the warning
and then continuing the interrogation even after the suspect
"lawyers up."

The Miranda warning given
by police tells suspects they
have a right to remain silent
and to have an attorney. They
are told that anything they say
may be used against them in
court and if they can't afford a
lawyer one will be appointed for
them. But the Supreme Court
has never explicitly said the
warnings are required by the
Constitution.
The practice of questioning
suspects even after they ask for
an attorney was the subject of a
federal appeals court decision
on Monday. The 9th U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals ruled that
police officers can be sued for
engaging in the practice. It said
Miranda rights fall under the
Fifth Amendment protection
against self-incrimination.
The court was ruling in a
lawsuit filed in 1995 against
the Los Angeles and Santa
Monica police departments and
officers who questioned two
murder suspects even after
they invoked their right to an
attorney.
The lawsuit, which seeks
only token damages and is
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Christmas Time

"This decision tells them that it's no defense
to say, 'Hey, I was trained to break the law.'"
Charles Weisselbcrg
Law Professor at the University of California at Berkley
aimed at stopping the practice, cers should still push them to
now goes to trial in federal provide details of a crime or to
court.
confess.
The officers have argued
"Whether you do it is up to
they are immune from lawsuits you," prosecutor Devallis Rutbiecause they were acting ledge says in the video. "I don't
according to their department , ,tell you what to do. Can you do
training.
Tt* Sure you can."
"This decision tells them
He acknowledges the statethat it's no defense to say, 'Hey, ments will be inadmissible as
I was trained to break the law,™ primary evidence against the
said Charles Weisselberg, a law defendant. He says, such stateprofessor at the University of ments could still help detecCalifornia at Berkeley who filed tives recover property, locate
the lawsuit with the ACLU and other witnesses or find addiothers.
tional evidence.
The training in question
Rutledge points out that
comes in part from a video hundreds of cases have been
titled "Questioning Outside overturned for Miranda violaMiranda." In it, an Orange tions. "Did any of those police
County prosecutor tells officers officers get sued? Zero," he
they have the authority to keep says. "Did any of those police
questioning even after suspects officers get charged with a
ask for an attorney. If suspects criminal offense? Zero."
try to stay silent, he says, offi-

Associated Press Photo
A freshly cut 100-foot tall tree is removed from the home of
Jim and Cathy Thompson in Killingworth, Conn. The tree is
headed for New York as this year's Rockefeller Center
Christmas Tree is the largest tree in the history of the annual holiday celebration.

Troops to be given experimental drugs in rare instances
By TOM RAUM
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON— Only in
rare instances will U.S. forces
be required to take drugs not
approved by the Food and Drug
Administration, the Clinton
administration told Congress
Tuesday. A Pentagon official
said these could include exposure to lethal biological-chemical weapons for which there are
no approved vaccines.

Members of a congressional
panel suggested the authority
could be abused. "I happen to
believe such requests will not
be rare," said Rep. Christopher
Shays, R-Conn., chairman of a
House Government Reform
subcommittee looking into
Defense Department vaccination programs.
On Sept. 30, President Clinton signed an executive order
setting forth the process under

which a mandatory vaccination
program could be administered
under terms of a 1998 law.
Essentially, the defense secretary would have to request such
a program. It would then have
to be approved by the president.
"The United States faces the
monumental challenge of establishing a credible medical
defense against chemical and
biological weapons in contexts

of both military operations and
civilian terrorist response,"
said Dr. Sue Bailey, assistant
secretary of defense for health
affairs, told the subcommittee
on national security, veterans
affairs and international relations.
She said it will take many
years for some new drugs to be
developed and approved by the
FDA. In the meantime. Bailey
testified, it may become neces-

sary to use "investigational"
new drugs, those not yet
approved by the FDA, to protect troops who might be
exposed to certain chemical or
biological substances.
"We will make every effort to
obtain appropriate informed
consent" from troops. There
might be times when the Pentagon would want to make the
program mandatory.
The current vaccine program

designed to eventually protect
all 2.4 million members of the
military is a product already
approved by the FDA, Bailey
said. Some 300,000 servicemen
and women have received it
already, she said.
John Spotila, an official with
the Office of Management and
Budget, told the panel the Pentagon would generally only
administer products approved
by the FDA.

Telephone Interviewers
Join the rjyiame team it NFQ Research An NFQ Worlflwide Conotny—providing rnirkitmg information to trt« world'smiioreofpofllioni—we'rtiheteadir in mar-flresearch lor theconiinnir piciagafl
goods and services md,istn«s

Need a part-time job?
How about on the weekends only?
Our shifts have become more flenble and the hourly wage is up to SS SO depending on the shift V a
weekend shift is selected, you can ran as ate as 5 30 pm o» Fridays We also offer special h«gh school
student hours Till us what full shifts are best 'or you We want you to jom our team
Our operating hours aft*

Prepaid

• Monday-Friday, 4:30 pm- 11:30 pm
• Saturday & Sunday. 10:00 am - 6:00 pm
High School Students:
• Monday-Friday. 4:30 pm- 10:00 pm
Please note: Available hours are evening and weekend only.

Wireless

We require:

• Good, clear speaking skills • Friendly telephone manner
• Minimum typing skills (20 wpm)

Wireless When

BUT WAIT...THERE'S MORE.
We offer:
• Paid training • Weekend shift differential
• 9* paid holidays • Referral Bonuses • Pay increase after 90 days
• 20 hrs bonus pay for every 500 hrs worked • Fitness Center
APPLY IN PERSON, Mond*y-FrWay.8:00am-8:00pmat27«OCtfeoonRoad.
between Wales Road (175, exit 198) and Owens Community College
Questions? Call Sue O 41*725-8305

The pe*-*r to atmplty

NFO Research, Inc
Equal Opportunity Employer

You buy a $20 card.
You get $20 worth of wireless calls.
(It's not like you need to take Critical Perspectives
in Economic Theory to figure that one out.)

www.nfor.com
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Prints from the Norton Simon Museum

Now through January 16,2000
Trace the career and life of this
startling and original 20th-century
master through his print work.

FREE AIRTIME
WITH NEW ACTIVATION'
Our Prepaid Wireless service is a great way to get wireless when
you need it at a price you can afford. Simply purchase our
Prepaid Wireless Cards. You can use your own phone, or buy
our prepaid package and get a phone. When you need more
time, just purchase additional minutes. It's truly wireless when
you want it.

Call 419-255-8000
for more information
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10th anniversary of fall
of Berlin Wall celebrated

By COLLEEN BARRY

Associated Press Writer
BERLIN — With fireworks,
concerts and a huge party at
the landmark Brandenburg
Gate, Germany on Tuesday celebrated the courage of hundreds of thousands of East Germans who brought down the
reviled Berlin Wall 10 years ago
with their peaceful demands for
democracy.
Daylong observances sought
to inspire a sense of shared
national identity and remind
Germans that the Wall's collapse alone did not guarantee
the bloodless transition from
communism to democracy that
took hold in East Germany and
spread eastward.
"We should look at German
unity as a gift and a chance for
the future," former Chancellor
Helmut Kohl told lawmakers
and invited guests at the German parliament, including former President Bush and former
Soviet leader Mikhail GorAssociated Press Photo
bachev.
Reuniting a decade after the
S cham hn r ht h and
" ' !? ' u
* out glasses of champagne to passers-by in front of the
T
Cold War ended peacefully, the BrTrt-nK^rlf
Brandenburg Gate Tues., Nov. 9 on the 10th anniversary of the fall of the Berlin Wall.
former world leaders reflected
Despite the euphoria now Nazis and their supporters
on how it might have been oth- hours after the Wall tumbled
erwise had they not developed a and then helped negotiate Ger- associated with Nov. 9, it is not brought upon Germany and the
man unity a mere 11 months a national holiday largely
personal trust, allowing each to later.
world," Schroeder said.
because it coincides with the
pursue a course that redrew the
Two former eastern dissiBush recalled pressure from anniversary of Kristallnacht —
map of Europe and created a
dents — parliament president
U.S.
lawmakers
to
travel
to
the Night of Broken Glass — Wolfgang Thierse and Joachim
new world order.
Berlin "and dance on the Wall
The rest of the world may with students," claiming West- when Nazi storm troopers Gauck, administrator of the fordestroyed Jewish businesses mer Stasi secret police files —
have been celebrating commu- ern victory in the Cold War.
and synagogues 61 years ago, honored as "heroes" ordinary
nism's imminent demise on
"I knew this was not the time
East Germans who exerted
Nov. 9, 1989, but the leaders to gloat over what many in the presaging the Holocaust.
That dark side of Germany's popular pressure that toppled
recalled their fears that com- West would call a defeat for
munist hard-liners might order Russia," Bush said. "The reason history was remembered in the Wall — and spoke of the
a crackdown. Bush and Kohl the superpower struggle ended speeches by Chancellor Ger- extraordinarily difficult transiexpressed particular gratitude without literally a shot being hard Schroeder and others in tion of the last decade.
"After unification we felt like
toward Gorbachev, who kept fired was in large measure parliament.
Kristallnacht "stands for our apprentices again. Many felt
Soviet soldiers in their East because the leaders on the
eternal
shame
and
the
unforlike strangers in their own
German barracks in the crucial scene knew one another."
gettable dishonor that the country," Gauck said.
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think possibilities
If you don't t.ilk
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CLOSING
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Be NUTV to *t,irt an honot, open dialogue
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Supreme Court
weighs mandatory
student fees

By RICHARD CARELLI
Justice Anthony M. Kennedy
Associated Press Writer
seemed concerned about severWASHINGTON — If Tues- al aspects of the university's
day's courtroom session was an student fee system but also tolii
indication, the Supreme Court Lorence the objecting students
is finding it hard to decide are "asking us to do something
whether public universities and that is against the tradition .,.•
colleges across America can of many centuries ... a tradition
keep using money from manda- of diverse speech."
tory student fees to finance conThree previous Supreme
troversial campus groups.
Court rulings are likely to play
As the lively, hour-long argu- a role in the justices' deliberd'
ment careened from one consti- tions.
tutional consideration to anothIn 1977, the court said
er. Justice Antonin Scalia pon- unions cannot compel their
dered aloud: "I just wonder if members to subsidize political
universities are going to crum- advocacy through mandatory
ble if they can't do this."
dues. And in 1995, the justices
Perhaps not but the court's prohibited bar groups from
decision, expected by late June, using portions of objecting
could change the way public lawyers' mandatory dues for
universities and colleges oper- political lobbying.
ate.
In another 1995 decision, the
Susan Ullman, a Wisconsin court said public universities
assistant attorney general, and colleges cannot create a
urged against changing a long "public forum" for students by
tradition. Creating a forum supplying subsidies and then
where many voices can be refuse to fund some groups
heard is "a legitimate function because of their viewpoints.
for any university," she conResolution of the Wisconsin
tended.
dispute will not affect private
Jordan Lorence, a lawyer schools because the Constiturepresenting University of Wis- tion's First Amendment, which
consin students who challenged guarantees freedom of speech,
their school's fee system, said protects people against governhis clients were forced to sup- ment actions only.
port groups they found objecWhen Wisconsin's studenttionable.
fees system was challenged in
"Students have a First 1996, about $15 of the $166.50
Amendment right not to students paid in fees each
speak," he said. "The university semester was earmarked for
has a constitutional duty to distribution to campus groups
respect the right of conscience by the student government. For
of the students."
a school with some 30,000 stuIf the objecting students win, dents, that created a total fund
state-run schools would either each
semester
of about
have to stop using the fees to $450,000
finance student groups or figSeveral law students with
ure out some way to exempt conservative political views
some students.
objected to having some of their
The justices took turns pep- money funneled to liberal orgapering both lawyers with nizations. Their lawsuit identidozens of questions, and offered fied as objectionable 18 of the
little insight into how they 125 subsidized campus groups,
might vote.
including the International
Justice David H. Souter at Socialist Organization and Lesone point noted that most Uni- bian, Gay, Bisexual and Transversity of Wisconsin student gender Campus Center.
groups finance themselves
A federal judge and a federal
through dues and other kinds appeals court ruled against the
of fund-raising. He told Ullman university.
'
that fact undercut "your arguThe Supreme Court case is
ment ... you can't have this kind attracting widespread attenof speech in the university set- tion on campuses. The courtting" without using student room's packed public-seating
activity fees.
section featured an unusually
Souter later appeared to large number of college-aged
defend a university's right to onlookers, and two dozen collesay "we think a Babel of voices giate journalists sat in the
is a good thing."
press section.
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Get Involved and meet new people!
Join a student organization
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Student Union

K*1
~ ._

Falcon's Nest
Grill
Pizza Outlet
Pheasant Room
Bowl-N-Greenery

10:00a.m - 11:00p.m.
4:00p.m -3:00om
Closed
Closed

Commons Dining Center
Continental Breakfast
Brunch
Limited Service
Dinner
Chily's Express
Convenience Store

7:30- 10:00am.
10:00a.m. -2:00pm
2:00 - 4:30pm
4:30 -6 30pm
8:00a m - Midnight

McDonald Dining Center

The Union goes offline January 2000.
Plan your special events as early as possible.

For more information
call 372-2941

£

Continental Breakfast
Brunch
Dinner
Garden Terrace Deli
G.T. Express
Convenience Store
Towers West Restaurant

Founders Dining Center
Continental Breakfast
Brunch
Selected Services
Dinner
Keepers Snack Bar

7:30- 10:00a.m
10:00a.m - 2:00pm
4:30-6:30p.m
. _ 2:00 - 11:00pm
8:00a.m. - Midnight
4:30-6:30pm
30

...i ' '0:00a.m.
10:00am - 2:00pm
2:00-4:30pm
4:30 - 7:00p.m.
Closed

Kreischer Dining Center

a

D

Continental Breakfast
Brunch
Selected Services
Dinner
Silver River Cafe
Shadows Snack tar

Galley

,
7:30- 10 00am.
lOOOa.m -2:00p.m
2:00 - 4:30p.m.
4:30 - 7:00p.m.
,_
Closed
7:00p.m. - Mldhlght
Closed
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Cleveland ranks No. 2 for place to have fun
By MIKE WENDLING
Associated Press Writer

Associated Preu Photo
Three of Cleveland's entertainment spots, from left to right, The Rock and Roll Hall of Fame, The
Great Lakes Science Center and the Cleveland Browns Stadium rest on the shores of Lake Erie.
Cleveland was ranked No. 2 in the country for a fun place to be.

Do you know how to take pictures
and develop them? Do you have
knowledge of Photoshop? The BG
News can use you! Stop by
210 West Hall today!

CLEVELAND — Forget a
honeymoon in Vegas or taking
in a Broadway show in New
York. Don't even think or riding
a cable car in San Francisco. If
you really want to have fun, the
"Places Rated Almanac" says
Cleveland is the place to be.
"That's not surprising," said
Lynn Scott of Cleveland's West
Park neighborhood. "For a city
this size, there's a whole lot to
do."
Almanac author David Savageau and statistician Ralph
D'Agostino rank ClevelandElyria-Lorain as the No. 2
recreation area in the country,
right behind New Orleans, and
ahead of places like Long
Island, NY. (No. 4) and Orlando, Fla. (No. 9).
"Cleveland rising to the top
of anything raises eyebrows
outside of the Great Lakes
states," Savagcau admitted
Tuesday. "Yet it's a fairly old
story that Cleveland and other
former industrial cities are on a
roll."
Recreation was one of nine
factors used to rank the overall
best places to live in North

"Cleveland rising to the top of anything
raises eyebrows outside of the Great Lakes
states."
David Savageau

Author of 'Places Rated Almanac'

America. Criteria used to determine the nation's fun spots
were the availability of amusement parks, aquariums, gambling, golf courses, restaurants,
movie theaters, sports, wildlife
areas, skiing, water areas and
zoos.
Savageau said the rankings
make up a relatively small portion of his book, designed to
attract attention but less
important than the information
behind the raw numbers.
He also noted that the government's definitions of metropolitan areas play a part in the
rankings. For example, the
Census Bureau splits up New
York City and Long Island, but
lumps almost the entire northeastern part of Ohio together.
Still, Clevelanders don't shy
away from the opportunity to
tout their city.
While most agreed that
Cleveland has a lot going for it,

reaction was mixed as to
whether the city can seriously
challenge larger urban areas
for tourist dollars.
Richard Bowman thinks
Cleveland can compete. In his
job as a horse-drawn carriage
driver, he doesn't just get local
customers hankering for a bit of
big-city style.
"Most of my customers are
tourists," Bowman said. "We
take them to all the spots
downtown. They really seem to
enjoy it."
Tourists snapping pictures in
front of the Rock and Roll Hall
of Fame and Museum seemed
to prove his point.
"We can compete as a vacation spot," Bowman said.
Some weren't quite as sure.
"We're not as well-known,"
said Stephanie Hierro of
Strongsville. "But if the word
gets around, we'll be right up
there."

Favorite holiday cookie or dessert recipe? Share it with us!
The BG News Special Projects Staff is looking for
favorite recipes for the Holiday Insert. Deadline is Nov. 22.
Please drop off your recipes in 210 West Hall or email to bgnews@listproc.hgsu.edu

EVERYONE'S READING

THE FOLLOWING PEOPLE HAVE NOT PICKED UP THEIR
Erin Abbey
Regina Alexander
Shannon Anderson
Amanda Anthony
Paula Apostolou
Blake Appl
Jamie Armstrong
Erikka Arnold
Rebecca Arquette
Roschell Ashley
Michael Avarello
Scon Baber
Angela Bailes
Erin Bailey
Ginger Baker
Joseph Baker
Misti Baker
Andrew Balow
Jeremy Banks
Dave 8arbieri
Kathryn Barnett
Zachary Bastoky
Colleen Bales
Heather Bates
Amy Bauer
Stephanie Baughman
Janet Beery
Nicole Bertrand
Christina Bier
Bryan Bird
Christina Blandford
Katy Blanton
David Blevins
Christina Block
Cutia Blunt
Melanie Bogner
Holly Booth
Aaron Boreman
Jennifer Bowman
Brian Boyd
Bill Boyle
Kelly Bradbury
Ashley Bradford
Kevin Brechmacher
Michelle Bretz
Erin Brewer
Stephanie Brewer
Angela Brown
Jennifer Brown
Sarah Brunk
Nicole Buchanan
Beth Bunke
Ryan Burghard
Justin Burkhardt
Kurt Busson
Beverly Butcher
Christina Campagna
Amanda Cancasci
Andrea Cappellettl
Lisa Cardilli
Thomas Carlln
Brian Carlisi
Karen Carper
Brian Cavanaugh
Kendra Cepeda
Adam Chapman
David Chilson
Catherine Christopher
Jill i hupp
Daniel Clark
Emily Clark
Brendan Clarke
Rachelle Clawson
Christine Clemens
Shawn Coleman
Sherona Conley
Allison Cook

Ryan Cook
Alisha Coplin
Shannon Cotrell
Michelle Counselman
Mick Coutinlto
Cherita Cranon
Tanya Crosby
Matthew Crouse
Knstina Csaszar
Ryan Czech
Morgen Dalrymple
Sean Darling
Chris Daugherty
Shawn Davidson
Meredith Davis
Todd Davis
Michael Deaton
Lindsey Degenhardt
Edward Deisher
Michael Delpozzo
Brian DeSilva
Jennifer DeVane
Jason Diamond
Eric DiBianca
Tiffany Dilley
Jennifer Dobson
Becky Dokken
Brenda Dolland
Jennifer Dolph
Sara Donald
Derek Dorey
Joseph Dose
David Downing
Anissa D'Souza
Quentin Dudek
Tess Dudek
Maria Durbin
Andrew Dutt
Jen Easterlin
Lauren Eastman
Zach Eberly
Laura Eggleton
Eva Egolf
Matt Eisinger
Cindy Eldridge
Jaimi Elliot
Carey Elsass
Jennifer Embree
Jamie Eshleman
Rory Fabian
Elizabeth Farney
Scott Faulkner
Jodl Fawcett
Jillion Feinauer-Stark
Chris Felder
Sara Ferrell
Randi Fielding
Elise Fitzslmmons
Matthew Fleming
Bill Flower
Cretchen Fogt
Heather Foreman
Ron Francesangelo
Erin Frautschy
Kari Freeman
Dawn Frenz
Nick Fraslear
Calvin Funkhouser
Jason Camache
Shauna Gumble
Kelly Carvln
Kim Carvin
Ellie Gausmann
Greg Gaver
Alysha Cearhart
Andrew Gibson
Sarah Glllem

STOP BY

Eric Girtoli
Nicole Givens
Helen Glover
Aileen Glowacki
Mary Ellen Gober
Megan Goffos
Sarah Goldman
Timothy Goodenow
Julie Gorman
Krista Gostel
Laura Graber
Julie Gray
Katherine Gray
Jason Grice
Michael Criffin
Brandy Grimes
Katherine Grosswiler
Nick Grote
Kelly Grubola
Scott Gully
Sara Gunter
Jodie Gurney
Heather Hackett
Krista Halter
Erica Hamilton
Brigld Hanley
Lisa Harritos
Elizabeth Hartman
Bryan Hayes
Kelly Heider
Elise Heintschel
Sarah Helman
Erin Hemsworh
Cortney Herman
Adrienne Herschl
Joshua Herzig
Steve Hilson
Mike Hinerman
Kevin Hines
Jane Hirsch
Megan Hoehn
Erin Hohler
Mark Hohmann
Jennifer Holbrook
Allison Holko
Honors Program
Adam Hooks
Angela Houser
Angela Hughes
Randi Hughes
Stephanie Hunt
Laura Hunter
Kevin Hussey
Rachel Hyman
Jeffrey Hyslip
Meghan lonna
Megan Ivoska
Amy Jackson
Jenny Jacques
Jill James
Christina Jan
Andrew Jensen
Jerry Jezek
Cherylle Johnson
Cindy Johnson
Jennifer Junk
John Kahl
Joelle Kaminski
Nick Kasperacicius
John Kazmaler
Matthew Regyes
David Kelllng
Amanda Kerber
Crystal Kimmel
Emily King
Adam Kinninger
Jennifer Kinser

1999 YEARBOOK YET:

Amber Kirian
Amanda Kirschner
Kevin Kirschner
Kimberly Kirtley
Kourtney Kleinoeder
Jean Klintworth
Dylan Knapp
Leslie Koch
Sarah Kohut
Jaime Konves
Travis Korpita
David Kotsos
Michael Kotsos
Brian Krawetzke
Katherine Kress
Amanda Krzystan
Kim Kuban
Chad Kujawa
Chad Kunkle
Nathan Kunz
Edward Kuresman
Tom Kutter
Kelly Kvasnicka
Skye LaFerrara
Annie Lake
Melissa Lane
Judd Lapp
Scott Latham
Nicholas Latus
Jereme Leason
Tanya Leberer
Doug Lefelhocz
Renee Lehneis
Maribeth Leschinsky
Michael Leschinsky
Jennifer Levin
Jessica Levy
Michelle Lewis
Ormaun Cornell Lewis
Wendy Licht-Ordway
Eric Lindsey
Mark Lindsey
Andrea Llndsley Knapp
Tiffany Linx
James Littler
Justin Lorenz
Stephanie Loy
Jennifer Luce
Mary Ludy
Michelle Macharoni
Tait Machuca
Jessica Macko
Theresa Mallen
Jason Malone
Joe Mandeville
Kris Manning
Jody Marshall
Benjemin Matheson
Cheryl Mathews
Dana Mathias
Rebecca Mayabb
Jonathan Mazur
Rachel McCauley
Thomas McCollum
Steve McCrodden
Sarah McDermond
Matthew McGown
Matthew McKenzie
Shannon McKlddy
Angle McKnlght
Kyle McMillen
Amy McQuattie
Ken Meister
Jason Mendelsohn
Michael Meutl
Eric Meyer
Angela Michael

Michael Mikosz
Amy Miller
Francine Miller
Jeff Miller
Philip Meyer
Trisha Miller
Brooke Mohajer
Maegan Molnar
Jason Moore
Nicholas Moore
Melinda Moratschek
Eve Mormino
Kimberly Morrow
Brandon Mosley
Cheryl Motten
Shawn Murphy
Tasha Murphy
Steven Muskat
Natasha Muzyka
Sarah Myles
Carrie Mytinger
Nicole Nadalin
Lesley Nadeau
Jennifer Nagel
Sarah Nianouris
Shannon Nicholson
Adam Niese
Erin Niese
Christina Nitz
Mark Nixon
Matt Nixon
Heather Nobles
Erin Norman
John O'Connor
Brian O'Donnell
Zac Olson
Deanna Orra
Shannon Page
Susan Palmer
Andrew Panagi
Jill Pareti
Chris Parthemore
Jennifer Pavlik
Matthew Pecnik
Jason Perkins
Michael Perla
Brian Perz
Andrija Pesorda
Brandon Peters
Nicolette Petrikso
Vickie Petro
Nicholas Pettry
Jocelyn Pfleghaar
Katrina Phillips
Allyn Pinsker
Laura Poeppelmeier
Ashley Poling
Molly Pope
Jalmie Post
Jeffrey Preece
Julianne Prenoveau
Jennifer Prucha
Katherine Pultz
Andy Pusateri
Sarah Quickel
Eloise Raby
Andrew Radecki
Brad Radison
Allison Raney
Cynthia Redman
Christina Reeber
Stephanie Reed
Geoff Reeves
Amanda Reistng
Heather Reynolds
Katie Rice
Sherrl Rlppl

28 WEST HALL TO GET YOURS
f

Katie Risaliti
Nicholaus Ritter
Luis Rivera
Beth Roberts
Michael Robertson
Jeremy Robinson
Craig Rolfes
Renee Rosemeier
Luke Rosen
Renee Roseum
Lisa Rosser
Sarah Saccany
Andrew Sahm
Lynette Sajner
Paul Sanford
Valerie Sarver
Ryan Satzger
Jason Sauer
Torrie Saunders
Kristina Schaefer
Stacy Schapira
Matthew Schatt
Karla Scheck
Justin Schenck
Daniel Schiavone
Anna Schmid
Noah Schmidt
Jaime Schneider
James Schueler
John Schutze
Kari Schwieterman
Cretchen Searing
Krista Shamblin
Amber Shemelynec
Daniel Siber
Brooke Simko
Chris Slocum
Scott Smalley
Craig Smith
Eric Smith
Jason Smith
Laura Smith
Lon Smith
Shannon Smith
Adam Snider
Ashlee Snider
Abigail Snyder
Tera Somogyi
Staci Sonnenberg
Lauren Spiers
Katie Sprow
Lucas Staker
Nicole Stannard
Sara Stansberry
Joanna Starrick
Jill Stearns
Christine Stellar
Kevin Sterba
Brad Stevens
Erin Stevens
Melinda Stevens
Joshua Stewart
James Storer

NOT
ON THE
LIST?
A limited number
of 1999 yearbooks
are still available!

.

•

Catherine Strahl
Mike Strickland
Sara Strittmatter
Anna-Laurie Stuart
Heather Suchy
Diana Swanson
Clifford Sweinhagen
William Swindell
Karin Talley
Sara Taylor
Kely Ternasky
Andrew Thiessen
Travis Thoma
Jarred Thomas
Kenneth Thompson
Shannon Thompson
Cory Tice
Heather Timm
Josephine Tolles
Elissa Tosenberger
Rebeka Towne
Sara Trapp
John Travis
Jennifer Udovic
Sheryl Ujczo
Mary Beth Urban
Ben vaccaro
Gregory Valent
Jill Van Arsdale
Nathan VanNuys
Vanessa Vargo
Anthony Volpe
Pamela Vonderhaar
Megan Wagner
Angela Wallace
Samuel Walters
Brendan Ward
Nick Warren
Beth Weaver
Andrea Weber
Alissa Wechter
Brooke Weidman
Meghan West
Amy Whaley
Aaron White
Natalie Wildfong
Holly Wilhelm
Lon Wilken
Charla Williams
Nicole Williams
Alisha Williamson
Andy Wills
Brenda Wilson
Matt Wilson
Shannon Witt
Stacey Wolfe
John Wooldridge
Janet Woycitzky
Brian Yeakley
Jeff Yehlik
Leslie Young
Keith Zigmund
Angela Zwiebel

•
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NOAA announces storm warning scale
BY PAUL RECER
AP Science Writer
WASHINGTON — The sun
will greet the new millennium
by turning angry, erupting into
the most active part of its 11year cycle with outbursts of
energy that can threaten satellites, electrical power and
spacewalking astronauts.
Officials at the National
Oceanic
and
Atmospheric
Administration said Tuesday
the approaching solar storm
could be more destructive than
previous cycles because the
Earth has more power grids
and satellites that might be
affected.
"There are bigger power
grids, drawing more power now

so the power companies are
more vulnerable," said D.
James Baker, the NOAA
administrator.
There are also 600 satellites,
more than ever in history, that
also might be affected, said
Baker.
This year, though, the power
companies and satellite operators will be better prepared
than ever, he said.
Two satellites, operated by
NOAA, NASA and the Air
Force, are positioned in orbit to
warn about hazardous energy
bursts from the sun.
One satellite, orbiting a million miles from Earth, will
detect a rise in charged solar

particles and give an hour's
warning.
Baker said that will be
enough time for power companies to protect their electrical
grids.
Satellite operators can protect orbiting equipment by
turning off circuits to prevent
shorts, by closing solar panels,
or by turning away from the
wave of energy. He said operators are also prepared for
"ghost signals," spurious electronic surges that may prompt
the satellite to take an unexpected action.
The hour's warning also
would allow spacewalking
astronauts to seek the safety of

the shuttle or the space station.
Baker said that NOAA also
has created a new scale to precisely describe the intensity of
solar storms. He said the new
values "are the Richter scales of
space weather."
The scales will predict the
intensity of three types of energy eruptions from the sun: geomagnetic, radiation and radio
storms.
For geomagnetic storms,
caused by ejections of charged
masses from the corona of the
sun, there is a scale of Gl to
G5. The strongest, G5, warns of
electromagnetic energy powerful enough to knock out power
grids, disable satellites and

Arafat and Barak show depth of their disputes
By JOCELYN NOVECK
Associated Press Writer
PARIS — Yasser Arafat and
Ehud Barak entered a Paris
conference hall Tuesday shaking hands vigorously, but their
cordiality quickly dissolved into
a dispute over language in U.N.
resolutions on territory claimed
by both sides.
Palestinian leader Arafat
gave the more strongly worded
speech, telling socialist delegates he expects Israel to live
up to past commitments, and to
respect international law.
"Our Palestinian Arab people are still knocking on the
door of international legality,"
he said. "International legality
is pivotal in the search for a
just and comprehensive peace."
It was a clear reference to'
Barak's contention, repeated
several times over the past two
days, that U.N. resolutions calling for Israel to return captured lands "have a different
context" when referring to the
Palestinians than when referring to Arab nations with recognized borders.
Barak has been insisting
that Israel's security concerns
must be taken into account
when determining how much

land should be given back to
the Palestinians. The Palestinians, for their part, interpret
U.N. Resolutions 242 and 338
as calling for Israel to return all
occupied lands.
It wasn't clear whether
Barak and Arafat discussed the
issue during a 20-minute private meeting Tuesday on the
sidelines of the Socialist gathering.
Jordan weighed in Tuesday,
with its ambassador to Israel,
Omar a-Rifai, rejecting Barak's
comments on the resolutions.
He said they apply to all the
territories Israel captured in
1967.
A-Rifai told Israel radio that
"242 and 338 includes all land
occupied in 1967. International
law."
Barak did not refer to the
issue in his speech to the 21st
Socialist International Congress in Paris, but gave an emotional explanation at a news
conference later.
"The Middle East is still a
rough neighborhood," he said.
"We can't act as if we were ballooning over Western Europe."
He again enumerated the
threats he sees Israel facing: a
wave of Islamic fundamental-

ism; terror attacks "by proxy,"
where the true author remains
unknown; and the threat of
nuclear weapons falling into
the wrong hands.
In his speech, Barak did
mention another source of discord: Sunday's pipe bomb explosions in Netanya, Israel, which
injured more than 30 people.
Arafat irritated the Israelis
on Monday when he said the
blasts were the result of feuding "within the Israeli mafia."
Barak spoke in his speech of
"terrorism, which manifested
itself again two days ago in
Netanya."
Another issue raising emotional responses from both
leaders was that of Jewish settlements — one of the most difficult issues to be discussed in
final-status talks launched
Monday.
"The principle of a just peace
contradicts the continued existence of settlements erected in
order to prevent the establishment of a Palestinian state,"
Arafat complained.
Upon his return to Israel,
Barak will likely face a confrontation over Havat Maon, an
illegal settlement outpost in
the West Bank that has become

a rallying point for renegade
settlers.
The settlers have said they
will not budge. But at his Paris
news conference, Barak threatened to send in troops to force
the settlers out if they do not
leave voluntarily.
"I've been elected on a clear
mandate. There will be no new
settlements," Barak said. "This
is the time to make decisions,
not to make private initiatives
on barren hilltops."
In all, settlers have set up 42
hilltop outposts in the past year
to prevent the handover of territory to the Palestinians as
part of land-for-peace deals.
Under a compromise with
Barak, the leaders of the settlement movement agreed to dismantle 12. Havat Maon is the
only one of the 12 that has not
been removed.
Talks between Israel and the
Palestinians were also being
held Tuesday in the West Bank
town of Jericho, where negotiators taking up the release of
Palestinian
prisoners and
Israeli troop pullbacks from the
West Bank.

cause auroras, the so-called
northern lights, to be visible as
far south as the equator.
For radiation storms, caused
by bursts of protons and neutrons, the scale is from S5, the
strongest, to SI. An S5 storm
would be powerful enough to
kill spacewalking astronauts,
disrupt communications, cause
memory losses in satellites and
even disrupt navigation signals.
For radio storms, caused by
bursts of radio frequency energy from the sun, the scale is
from R5, the strongest, to Rl.
An R5 storm could cause a
blackout of high frequency
radio signals on the sunlit side
of the Earth and disrupt low

frequency navigation signals
for hours.
The sun goes through an 11year cycle, building up energy
outbursts until it reaches what
is called solar max. Baker said
the solar activity is building
now and should peak next year
and then tail off.
During the last solar max, in
1989, a major geomagnetic
storm sent a power surge
through electrical lines, burning out switches and transformers and causing an extended blackout in Quebec. The
same storm also knocked out
some Defense Department
satellites, said Baker.

COKE
Continued from page one.
against
Coke
specifically
because it is the market leader
in the soft drink industry, EAG
insists any company that might
contract exclusively with the
University adheres to the same
environmental standards.
"At this point, no commitments have been made," said
Jane Schimpf, head of the
Pouring Rights Team which
had the responsibility of
researching the possibility of

giving one beverage company
exclusive rights on campus.
"The committee has made a
recommendation to the cabinet," she said. "We had one of
three choices: to go exclusive, to
go with a shared contract, or to
stay with our current contracts."
Although the committee
would like to release information regarding what recommendation it made to the President's cabinet, it is restricted
until the cabinet announces its
decision.

Srnokimj contributes to n
woman's risk ot heart
disease and stroke, winch
increases your chance ol
seeing doctors. But is thai
really the kind ot date
you d like? To learn more,

Women who smoke get

visit www.aniencnnheart.or<|

MORE DATES

or call 1-800-AHA USA!

WITH DOCTORS.

Drop the remote and step away from the TV. Pick up
the phone and get out of town on Amtrak®. Because
right now you'll save 10% just by flashing your student
ID. If you're a member of Student Advantage® you'll
save even more. Better hurry, this offer ends soon. Call
l-800-USA-RAIL or check out www.amtrak.com.
Trains depart from the Amtrak station at 415 Emerald
Ave. in Toledo.

Not viJid on peak weekday Metrolmer® Service. Auto "Iran® Senxe. |Oim AmtraklSWVIA Rail Canada services to or from
Ontano. Canada. Not valid on cermiThruway Service Not valid with promotions, discounts. North America Rail Pass, or
Amtrak Vacations Fares and routes subject to change without notice. Other restrictions, exchange/re^md lees may apoty

Mention code H975

Trains depart from the Amtrak station at
115 Emerald Ave. in Toledo.
|

CALL I -800-USA-RAIL or VISIT
WWW.amtrak.com for more information.

SAVE 10%

NAME: _

PHONE #:
ADDRESS:
*

CITY:

STATE:

ZIP:
EMAIL:
STUDENT ADVANTAGE MEMBER#:(* ippfaUi)
S A members must present valid membership card.
Coupon vakd for 10* oil lowest ****** mXM coacn (art wren Ruder* O a presemed or 20* c* tfe fowesi avaaabte aA* coaW fare l» current
Studant Advantage rntmben Ofnal CC-JOO" mun bt turr«ndared when pcfcng >* tickets Net vakd for ucket by mai advance phone pawnem
or leif-Mrv* wktt machmtt No pnotocop*s or (acwmtn **i bt accepted Reservations reou-ed and travel mutt be made November 1.1999 •
Ujnuar* IS 1000. Blackout wave" dates No. 24-26 1999 Dec 21-2*\ <999 Dec 30.1999-jan 2.2000
To redeem, UK out the coupon and cake K to the nearest Amtrak station or redeem on board,
for other itaoon addresses, check out www*mtrak com.

CyWCVV*
AACMSH2700000*7*0
•••OrlOnOH COOf HITS

»

Amtrak agenta ceJUct coupon •
Amtrak NaUona) MarUtinf.
10 G Street NC'lrdioor
WatMngton.DC 20002

Amtrak*
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Jeff Hindenach
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CITY

State funds new vests for BGPD
By BRENT RYMAN
' The BG N.-W.-.
The Bowling Green < Sty
Police Division has
decided to purchase 10
new bulletproof vests to protect
its officers, and the state plans
to help foot the bill.
I.t. Brad Connor, BGPD public information officer, said the
upcoming grant from the
Department ol Justice will pro-

vide half of the $5,750 it will
cost to pay for the top-of-theline kevlar vests from American
Body Armor.
"Our policy requires us to
wear the vests," Connor said
He explained that while the
vests are bullet-resistant, hot
lead can still hurt officers even
if it strikes their body armor.
"Depending on the vest,
they're only effective for stopping certain caliber weapons,"

Connor said. "The impact |of a
bulletl can still knock you
down, cause bruising or break
ribs."
I.t. Gary Spencer, also of the
BGPD, said that while no
BGPD officer has been hit in
the line of duty — though some
have received fire — the vests
have other practical, everyday
functions.
"Whenever you work the
road, it's mandatory to have a

vest," Spencer said. "Vests are
for more than just gunshots,
they can also protect against
knives and broken bottles."
Both Spencer and Connor
agreed that a BGPD bulletproof
vest helped save an officer this
summer when he slid on the
pavement after a motorcycle
accident.
Spencer was positive about
the decision to purchase the
vests, which will replace others

Turnpike to stagger travel center
construction for next summer
Assa mted Presi Writer
TOLEDO, Ohio
rii, renovation of travel centers along
the Ohio Turnpike will he staggered next summer so that
motorists aren't faced with
delays and long lines at other

plazas.
Turnpike officials don't want
to close four I ravel centers ;it
the same busy tune as they did
this past summer, said Gino
Zomparelli, the turnpike's executive director.
"It would be too much of an
inconvenience to the traveling
public," Zomparelli said Tuesday.
This summer, motorists complained about long waits for gas
and lengthy lines at restrooms

on the turnpike because of construction at travel plazas in
Cuyahoga County and Sandusky County.
The turnpike is replacing all
10 plazas and widening the toll
road to three lanes in each
direction along 160 miles of the
241-mile turnpike between
Toledo and Youngstown. The
project is being financed by an
82 percent toll increase that
took full effect at the beginning
of the year.
More than half the widening
has been completed, with the
rest expected to be finished by
2004.
The new travel centers will
have more restrooms, parking

and food choices.
So far, four of the renovated
centers are open. The two in
Cuyahoga County only offer gas
and vending machines, but
each should have some food service by Thanksgiving weekend,

Zomparelli said.
Work on the next pair of
travel centers in Portage County will begin in March, Zomparelli said.
In September, work will
begin on the highway's two
travel plazas in I.orain County,
Those two plazas are the
busiest on the turnpike.
Once those projects are completed, the turnpike will review
the public's reaction and

Favorite holiday cookie or dessert recipe? Share it with us!
The BG News Special Projects Staff is looking for
favorite recipes for the Holiday Insert. Deadline is Nov. 22.
Please drop off your recipes in 210 West I hill
I to b»news@listproc.besu eiiu

currently in use.
"We got a chance to get 10
new, lighter vests at half price,
and we couldn't pass that up,"
he said
Congressman Paul Gillmor
(R-Old
Fort i
officially
announced that Bowling Green
was the recipient of the $2,875
grant Oct. 20.
"The safety and security of
our law enforcement officers

are very important as they
work to keep our communities
free from crime," Gillmor said.
"With the bulletproof vests provided through this funding, the
men and women of the Bowling
Green police force will have the
added personal protection they
need."
Funding for the grant comes
from the Bulletproof Vest Partnership Grant Act of 1998,
which Gillmor co-sponsored.

Ohio senators split on
minimum-wage

Associated Press VVnier
WASHINGTON — Ohio's
senators cast differing votes
Tuesday on legislation raising
the minimum wage by $1 over
One possibility is that the three years.
remaining eight plazas will
Sen. George Voinovich, the
have smaller buildings that only Republican senator to vote
could be expanded if needed, against his party's version of
Zomparelli said. All would the bill, said he disliked its tax
include at least one restaurant. cut provisions.
Voinovich said he couldn't
What size the buildings are
will be determined by the vote for tax reductions that
amount of traffic on the turn- would keep government operapike in coming years. This year, tions steady in future years by
a record 20.75 million vehicles tapping an expected federal
traveled the toll road through surplus
"As we all know, there is no
June.
surplus," Voinovich said.
"If traffic continues to
The Democrats' minimumincrease, then 1 think all of the wage plan was just as bad
buildings should be the same because it would raise taxes, he
size," Zomparelli said
said.
"This bill should have been
brought up on its own without
Read The BG News
gingerbread and all the political stuff," the freshman senator
Everyday!
said, with the volume of his
whether plans for the remaining eight travel (enters should
be modified. Zomparelli said.

voice rising as he described his
frustration with congressional
facts of life.
"It's the political thing, it's
the wedge issue and whether
it's good for the country or not
gets lost," he said. "I don't know
what they're worrying about."
Sen Mike DeWine, R-Ohio,
voted for the Republican minimum wage plan and against
the Democrats' version.
Senators voted 54-44 in favor
of increasing the minimum
wage, which currently is $5.15
an hour, by $1 over three years.
The bill included a tax cut of
$18.4 billion over five years
that would be financed by projected budget surpluses.
The Democratic version was
rejected by a 50-48 vote. It
would have raised the minimum wage by $1 over 13
months and provided $9.6 billion in business tax relief without dipping into projected surpluses.
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Zeia Phi Beta Sorority, Inc.
presents

•fl Slue Night of fashion
and the Official After l'arty
When: Saturday. November 13, 1999
Where: Lenhart Grand Ballroom
What Time: Pre-show begins @ 7:30 pin
After party begins @ 1 1:00 pm
Tickets: S8 (biir«raM«lnclu4a hoih mnn)
TtclMltCM b* MIlhMd Ihll *r.k „n tlir ,tcp, nl ,hr
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Get their EARLY and get a table...
* Drink specials 8c Pool Table

Get ready for next Summer & Fall
Campus Manor

Call 1-800-969-1338
to schedule a sitting.
Or sign up on-line at www.carlvvolfstudio.com
Username: bowlinggreen2k, Password: 0037
Portraits taken daily from 10 AM-6PM, in 28 West Hall.

615 Second St.
701 Fourth St.

Stop Lion Around, and
come find the best
place to live!"

Rockledge Manor
640 Eighth St.
841 Eighth St.
733, 755, 777 Manville Ave.
825 3™ St.
315 N. Main
317 N. Main
710 Elm St.
710"2 Elm St.
237 N. Prospect
138" N. Main St.
313 N. Main St.
113 Railroad St.

R.E. Management
Next to Kinko's
352-9302
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Falcons face Ball State

much help
This past weekend, I was fortunate enough to go to Michigan State and see the Spartans
- Ohio State football game.
First off, it was an unbelievable sight seeing 75,000 fans
into the game and rooting for
their team. My friends and I sat
in the Michigan State student
section, which being such a
huge Ohio State fan, it was a
little hard for me to stomach.
This was my first real college
football game and my first time
seeing the team I love so much
up close and personal. The pregame festivities started off with
the Spartan marching band
invading the field behind and
deafening cheering of the
crowd. I am a fan of the marching bands and I feel that they
make the college sport experience that much better.
After the band finished, the
Spartans ran out onto the field,
followed by the Buckeyes.
There were some Ohio State
fans there and they had there
own section in the stadium.
The Spartan fans were really
into the game, which was something that I liked to see. The
school spirit I saw was incredible, nothing like I had ever seen
before. The fans had three or
four different cheers they did
during the entire game, each of
them unique and hard for me to
sit through and listen to. If you
remember, the Spartans are the
reason why the Buckeyes were
unable to advance the National
Championship game last season, due to a Spartan defeat
late in the season.
Let's just say that I saw the
worst performance by the
Buckeyes since, I believe 1964
is what the ESPN guys were
saying in the highlight shows.
They couldn't move the ball in
the air or on the ground. Their
supposedly good defense couldn't stop Michigan State's decent
offense, even though the Spartans ran the same plays over
and over again.
Ohio State's quarterback
Steve Bellisari was getting
sacked every other play and his
offense targets couldn't seem to
shake their defenders. Which
brings me to a question? What
the hell is wrong with the Buckeyes?
It is true they lost a lot of talented veterans due to graduation but they still have a lot of
talented guys on their team.
Bellisari is young . nd seems to
be a more run oriented quarterback. Their offensive line, who
got so much praise last season,
can't seem to stop anyone from
getting to the backs in the
back field.
I guess they are just having
an off season, which might
result in them not going to a
Bowl game. Maybe that is the
excuse for 79 or so total offensive yards and zero yards rushing against the Spartans. Being
such a huge fan, it is very frustrating to see the destruction of
such a dominant football program. But my faith and loyalty
is strong and I will not back
down from them, despite the
tough time they are having this
season. I still cheered for the
Bucks in the middle of Michigan State fans.
I guess I will just have to
look forward to basketball season and have faith that the
problems will be repaired for
next season.
Pete Stella is the senior assistant sports editor for The BO
News. He would like to see
many BG fans at this Saturday's men's basketball game. He
can
be
reached
at
. pstella@bgntt.bgsu.edu.

By NICK HURM
The BG News
In past years, a Bowling
Green-Ball State volleyball
match was one of the biggest
rivalries in the Mid-American
Conference.
From 1992 to 94, BG and
BSU met in the MAC championship match spurring a conference rivalry between the two
teams. But the Falcons fell off
the past couple of season, leaving the question if the rivalry
would return. Well in 1999, the
success of the Cardinals and
Falcons has answered a definite yes to the question.
"I would like to educate my
players on the tradition," BSU
coach Randy Litchfield said. "A
lot of players on both rosters
aren't aware of the tradition
especially ours since we're

young. I want to make it known 13-1 in the MAC) already
"We're playing different volthey're back. For the past cou- clinched a first round home leyball now then earlier in the
ple years, BG hasnt been in the match after beating Ohio Sat- year," sophomore left-side hitpicture. For three years, it was urday. BSU has not lost a ter Amber Vorst said. "We're
more together as a team and we
all Bowling Green and Ball match in over two months.
"One of the reasons this is are playing a lot more confiState.
One team has to give. The such an important match is dent."
Ball State is a young team,
BG at Ball State match tonight because of the home court
will be a showdown of two vol- advantage," BG coach Denise but they don't play like one.
leyball teams who have run Van De WaJle said. "We would The Cardinals loss to Miami
like to be here for Thanksgiv- last year in the MAC Champithrough MAC competition.
ing. We don't want to travel."
onship game. BSU has three
Both the Cardinals and the
Beyond the home court sophomores that were named to
Falcons have won 11 of their
advantage, a win for BG in the MAC All-Freshman team
last 12 games. BG (17-9 overall,
Muncie would show how good last year. One of these players,
10-4 in the MAC) who has the Falcons really are. No MAC outside hitter Megan Hamalready earned a spot in the team has beaten Ball State at monds set a school record with
MAC, is in sole possession of home. It would also give BG a 29 kills in four games last Satfirst place in the MAC Eastern big confidence boost. The urday against Ohio. BSU also
division. The Falcons are now Orange and Brown have not has a big presence in six-foot
fighting to finish in the top four beaten the two teams that rank five-inch middle hitter Susie
in the conference to host a first ahead of them in the playoff Meshberger.
round match. BG is just behind pole. Western Michigan and
Litchfield said that his team
Ball State in the third position. Ball State both beat the Fal- relies on its offense to win
The Cardinals (22-5 overall, cons earlier in the year.
games and that their defense

has been a problem for them at
times. If the Falcons come out
with the fire they had Halloween against Marshall, the
Cardinals defense will have a
tough time containing the BG
offense led by three time MAC
Offensive Player of the Week,
left-side hitter Melissa Lewis.
But BG also has other weapons
that keep stepping up. Senior
middle hitter Lori Kemerer and
right side hitter Kris Pesorda
have put up big numbers in the
last couple weeks.
"We want to come out with
the fire we had against Marshall every game," sophomore
defensive specialist Karen
Tangeman said. "Sometimes we
tend to sit back and watch to
see what our opponent is going
to do first. But if we come out
like we did against Marshall,
that would be great."

Watch out, here comes BG
By PETE STELLA
The BG News
There are several goals
on the minds of the
BG men's basketball
players this season.

BG Newt File Photo
Falcon forward Anthony Stacey takes a jump shot over an
opponent last season. Stacey leads the Falcons into the 1999
season, which features a very competitive conference.

The top of the list is a MidAmerican Conference championship and a bid in the NCAA
tournament. Saturday, the
Falcons open their season
against the Pella Windows
AAU team for an exhibition
game at 7 p.m. in Anderson
Arena.
The Falcons, who ended last
season with a 18-10 overall
record and a 12-6 Mid-American conference record, are
looking to make some noise.
With a solid group of veterans
returning and a talented group
of freshmen and transfers
looking to get their feet wet,
BG could be one of the top
teams in the MAC.
This season, the Falcons
return eight letter winners
and add six new players to
their deep roster. The biggest
losses for BG were center Kirk
Cowan and guards DeMar
Moore and Tony Reid.
Guards
The Brown and Orange
return four guards and also
add four freshman and a
transfer. Leading the way for
the Falcons is sophomore
Keith McLeod, who was a
member of the MAC's AllFreshman team. McLeod was
the team's second leading scorer with a 12.4 average and second in three point field goals
with a .312 percentage (24-77).
"I think we are going to be

great," McLeod said. "We have
a lot of new players and some
veterans returning that will
help us out a lot."
Sophomore Graham Bunn,
who saw action as a point
guard last season, will battle it
out with a few people for the
piint guard spot. Bunn led the
team with a .854 free throw
percentage (41 of 48). Juniors
Trent Jackson and Dubrey
Black look to provide depth off
the bench and scoring ability
when called upon.
The Falcons welcome freshman Kelly Hunt, Seth Doliboa,
Cory Ryan and transfer Brandon Pardon to the squad. Pardon, who transferred from
Wright State and finished
third in the voting for the 1997
Ohio Mr. Basketball when he
was a senior at Van Wert (Oh.)
Lincolnview, will be eligible in
the spring semester.
"When Brandon Pardon
contacted me about transferring, I immediately thought it
was a good idea," BG coach
Dan Dakich said. "He is the
kind of kid with the kind of
toughness and the kind of basketball skill we want in our
program."
Forwards and centers
Led by arguably the best
player in the conference —
fifth-year senior Anthony
Stacey — the big guys for the
Falcons are ready to dance
with the big dogs.
Stacey, who is a preseason
All-MAC selection, brings back
a 18.5 scoring and 5.6
rebounding averages from his
stellar performance last year.
"I think we have all the
pieces of the puzzle to definite-

ly get things done this year,"
the senior forward and one of
the team leaders said. "But we
want to take it to the next
level, like we did last year, and
hopefully go out and win a
MAC championship
and move on
to
the
NCAA tournament."
Fellow
senior Dave
Esterkamp,
who
has
Dan Dakich
been a solid
player for the Falcons in the
four years he has been here,
will give the Falcons the extra
hustle and scoring they need.
Sophomore Len Matela averaged 5.1 rebounds a game as a
freshman and also added some
needed muscle in the off season. Fellow classmates Brent
Klassen and Jeremy King, and
6'10" freshman Kevin Netter
give BG the height and inside
power they need to compete
with the competitive MAC.
Dakich thinks that the new
recruits will give BG a great
advantage.
"What we have done is try
to get the new kids into college
basketball condition," Dakich
said. "We also have to get them
to understand how hard they
have to play at this level. "
"We have to see how much
the returning players have
improved and also how much
the new players can adapt,"
Dakich added. "With six new
kids, we have to have some of
these new kids contribute."

Seniors prepare for last home game Tennis
By G. MICHAEL GRAHAM
The BG News
Eleven seniors will suit up
for their last appearance in
orange and brown uniforms as
Bowling Green entertains Ball
State Saturday.
Among them are offensive
linemen Chad McCarthy, Doug
Dorley, fullback Brent Martin
and cornet-back Will Sullivan.
When asked about the feeling of playing the last home
game, Dorley was sad to say it's
ending soon.
"The realization is that college football is done in two
weeks," Dorley said. "I hope
everyone on this team is going
to give everything they have
because I know all the seniors
will. We want to do everything
we can to make sure we win."
Martin expressed the same
type of feelings as Dorley in
terms of making his last
appearance at home.
"It's exciting but it's kind of
sad to say it'll be my last time
but I'm also looking to have one
last opportunity to play out
there," Martin said.
McCarthy expressed relief.
He was glad to go through five
years without a major injury.
"I'm tired and beat up,"

McCarthy said. "It'll be exciting
but I'm satisfied. Things could
have been a lot better but you
have to take it as it comes. I got
the chance to play. Some people
never get that chance."
Sullivan, however, had no
feelings about the subject.
"I always leave it out on the
field like it's my last game anyway," Sullivan said. "There
wont be any hard feelings on
the field or crying. I just go out
like I came in."
Redd suspended indefinitely
Bowling Green coach Gary
Blackney began the weekly
press conference announcing
the suspension of sophomore
wide receiver Robert Redd. He
will not play in Saturday's
game.
Redd showed up two hours
late for Thursday's practice and
did not appear for Sunday's
practice. Blackney has talked
to some relatives about the situation. The team didnt practice Friday and Saturday.
"The reason given to us has
been car problems," Blackney
said. "(That's) obviously not a
good enough reason. The suspension will be indefinite and I
will reevalu.il ■ after the Ball
State Raffle."

Redd has had problems
before. H* was suspended once
or twice last year according to
Blackney.
Sophomore Aaron-Alexander
will move into Redds spot with
Matt Bunsey becoming the
third wide receiver. Blackney
has confidence in both players.
Injury report
Backup quarterback Ricky
Schneider was questionable for
Saturday's game at the time of
the conference. Blackney said
the headaches come and go
upon talking with Schneider.
Cornerback Emmanuel Hendnx is also questionable since
he hurt his right knee.
Backup tight end Ross
Durham and backup cornerback Chris Hubbard are out for
Satuday's game. Durham's
right knee is still healing while
Hubbard, who might have a
torn ACL but the swelling in
his right knee hasnt gone down
for the doctors to do the necessary MRI to figure that out.
Series vs. Ball State
BG leads the all-time series
against the Cardinals 14-8-1.
The teams last met in 1996
when Ball State won 16-11 at
Perry Stadium. The Cardinals
also won 30-10 in 1995 in
Munele.

to ITA

BO News Photo
MIKE LEHMKUHLB
BO backup quarterback
Schneider looks for an
receiver. Schneider la
tionable for Saturday's
V*. ■all atate.

Ricky
open
quesgame

By MARY BETH WILFONG
The BG News
Seniors Deidee Bissinger,
Erika Wasilweskie and junior
Abby Bratton ended the fall
tennis season by putting in a
good show at the ITA Midwest
Regional this past week.
In the main draw Wasilweskie took the best record
ever received for the team at
the Midwest Regional. First she
lost to an Indiana player, but
bounced back to win two
matches against a Chicago
State and a Western Illinois
player and almost beat Indiana
State with a score of 6-0, 6-3.
Bissinger and Bratton competed in the qualifying round.
Bissinger started off the week
by loosing to Michigan but
defeated Anna Pavolic in the
consolation round.
Bratton
defeated a University of Illinois
at Chicago player and then lost
to an Ohio State player.
Competing in the main draw
for doubles play was Bratton and
Wasilewski who started off with
»•« TSNNIS, sag* l
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Record

Pta

Pv

29-5
31-3

1,095

4

1.057

2

27-7

1,015

12

4 Rutgers 111

29-6

99

9

5 UCLA (21
6. Louisiana Tech30-3

268

962

15

869

3

7. Iowa St

25-8

846

19

8 Notre Dame

265
697

761
14

8

22-8
209

674

18

574

-

1 Connecticut < 29)
2. Tennessee (9)
3 Georgia (4)

9 North Carolina28-8
10 Penn St
11 Auburn
12. Illinois

19-12

533

13 LSU

22-8

476

14 UC Sanu Barbara
15 Old Dominion 28 4

26-4

441

379
25-6

5

18 Kansas

316
23 10

13
297

19. Boston College

22-8

251

20 N Carolina St

17-12

241

16 Oregon
17 Virginia Tech 28 3

350

EASTERN CONFERENCE

DETROIT TIGERS—Exercised their 2000 option on OF Juan Conia-

21
17
16

—

21 Duke

297

218

10

22 Texas Tech

304

212

6

23 Purdue

34-1

1

24 Nebraska

21-12

209
137

—

lei

Atlantic Division
W
4
New York
Boston
3
2
Miami
Orlando
3
New Jersey
1
Philadelphia
1
Washington
1

L
1
1
1
2
3
3
3

Pet
800
.760
667
600
250
250
250

Central Division
Cleveland
3
3
Milwaukee
Toronto
3
Indiana
2
2
Charlotte
Atlanta
1
Chicago
0
Detroit
0

1
1
1
1
2
3
3
4

.760
750
750
667
500
.260
.000
.000

GB
1/2
1
1
2 1/2
2 1/2
2 1/2

—
—
1/2
1
2
2 1/2
3

WESTERN CONFERENCE

25 Arizona
18-11
131
Others receiving votes Wisconsin 113. Tulane 97. Marquette 85,
SUnford 71. Tesas 70. Virginia 61. George Washingt on 58, Florida 47,
SW Missoun St 33. Arkansas 32, St Joseph's 28, Xavier 28 Ohio St.
27. Maine 26, Kentucky 24, Clemson 21. Colorado St 18.Utahl7.SMU
12. Alabama 5, Kent 4, St Mary's. Cal 1, UNLV 3 , Arkansas St 2,
DePaul 2. Louiaville 2. Oral Roberta 1
AFC Individual Leaders
By The Associated Press
Through Week 9

Midwest Division
w
San Antonio
3
Dallas
2
Denver
2
Utah
2
Minnesota
1
Vancouver
1
Houston
0

L
1
2
2
2
1
2
4

Pet
.750
500
500
500
.500
333
000

National League
LOS ANGELES DODGERS—Acquired OF Shawn Green and 2B Jorge
Nuiiiv IV,,ni the Toronto Blue Jays for OF Raul Mondesi and LHP Pedro
Borbon Signed Green to a six-year contract
BASKETBALL
National Basketball Association
BOSTON CELTICS—Waived G Wayne Turner Signed G Doug Overton.
CHARLOTTE HORNETS—Wnived G Jason Mukin
NEW YORK KNICKS—Promoted Lori Hamamoto to vice presidentpublic relations from director of public and media relations Named Dan
Schoenberg director of public relations.
FOOTBALL
National Football League
OAKLAND RAIDERS— Reinstated C Curtis Whitley
HOCKEY
National Hockey League
LOS ANGELES KINGS—Recalled C Len Bame from Long Beach of
the IHL
TAMPA BAY LIGHTNING—Recalled D Paul Mara from Detroit of the
IHL

Major League Soccer Playoffa
At A Glance

GB

-

By The Aaaociated Preaa
FINALS
(Best-of-31
Eastern Conference
Sunday, Oct 31

DC. 2, Columbus 1
Sunday. Nov. 7
Columbus 5, D.C 1, series tied 1-1
Saturday. Nov. 13

1 1/2
3

Columbus at DC ,4pm

Quarterbacka
Alt
Bledsoe. N.E.
271
Kitna. Sea.
191
Manning. Ind. 276
l ill,,mi.-II. Ten. 172

By The Associated Press
BASEBALL
American League
BOSTON RED SOX—Announced thai LHP Kenl Mercker has declined
his 2000 option

National Basketball Association
At A Glance
By the Aaaociated Presa

The Women'! Prratason Top Twenty Five

Com
164
113
166
104

Yds
23'4
1418
2282
1209

TD
13
12
15
8

lot
4
4
9

Pacific Division
Portland
LA Lakers
Seattle
Phoenix
Sacramento

4
3
3
2
1

0
1
1
1
1

1000
.750
.750
.667
500

—

Western Conference
Sunday, Oct 31
Los Angeles 2. Dallas 1

1
1
1 1/2
2

Sunday, Nov 7
Dallas 3, Los Angeles 2, SO, series tied 11
Thursday, Nov 11
Dallas at Los Angeles, 10:30 p.m

Ruggers lose to Indiana,
defeat Wisconsin Eau Claire
BG captain Mike Swanbeck
By JOE FINNELL
said. "I certainly hope the
Special to The BG News
Close only counts in horse- toughness of our schedule and
the teams we beat counts for
shoes and hand grenades.
But, will close be good something."
Swanbeck is a typical examenough to get the Bowling
Green rugby team into the ple of the feistiness of a team
Sweet Sixteen of the National bludgeoned by graduation and
injury yet still managed to post
Championship tournament?
■ The Falcons ruggers took a 27-6-2 record.
On top of losing nine players
third in the Midwest Universities Cup and will now await the from last spring, the club also
decision of the USARFU com- lost wings Brandon Speeg and
petition committee to see if Adam Zbyndowski, flanker Ron
three teams from the Midwest Humphrey and centers Jason
will advance to the national Cadek and Chris Zimmer to
season ending injuries.
final rounds.
Seniors like Swanbeck and
BG lost to Indiana University 36-17 before beating Wiscon- vice captain Chris Dlugosz
sin Eau Claire 42-0 to win the could usually be found sporting
ice bags on various body parts.
consolation bracket.
"It's out of our hands now," Yet both would drag their black

and blue bodies back on the
field each week.
"We came out flatter than
road kill," BG coach Roger Mazzarclla said of the Indiana
game. "I don't know if last
year's match with the Hoosiers
(a last second loss) had us
spooked or what. It is going to
be a long winter to contemplate
"what if.™
Indiana quickly jumped out
to a 21-0 lead on three virtually
unchallenged tries. The Falcons roared back to cut the lead
to 21-17. Dlugosz scored his
first career try charging 50
yards untouched on a penalty
play.
Wing Tim Reiger added a try
when he charged down a
blocked kick in the end zone.

The Falcon's rally stalled
and Indiana added three insurance tries to finish the scoring.
The next game, the fired up
Falcons crushed Wisconsin to
take third place in the Midwest. Fullback Jim Boloinger's
two tries gave him second in
school history with 95 career
tries. Kurt Weaver picked up a
pair of tries and two conversion
kicks. Swanbeck and Steve Rittenour closed their falcon
careers with tries.
Mazzarella said that the
team expects to hear from the
competition
committee
in
December.
"Until then, it's back to the
weight room and track," he
said.

Photo ProYided
Senior captain Mike Swanbeck
passes out to center Scott
Mullins. Last weekend, BG lost
to Indiana University 36-17
before beating Wisconsin Eau
Claire 42-0 to win the consolation bracket. The Falcons are
waiting to hear from the USARFU if they made Nationals this
season. "It's out of our hands
now," BG captain Mike Swanbeck said. "I certainly hope the
toughness of our schedule
and the teams we beat counts
for something."

FR
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Beltran AL rookie of year
AP Sports Writer
NEW YORK — Carlos Beltran of the
Kansas City R-.vals was a near unanimous
choice today as American League Rookie of
the Year following a season in which he was.
the first rookie in 24 years with 100 RBIs and
100 runs.
The 22-year-old switch-hitting outfielder
received 26 of 28 first-place votes. He also
received one second-place vote and was
bypassed on one ballot. He earned 133 points
from a panel of the Baseball Writers'Association of American.
Seattle pitcher Freddy Garcia, 17-8 with a
4.07 ERA, was second with one first, 12 seconds and four thirds for 45 points, followed by
Texas reliever Jeff Zimmerman with 27
points.

Soccer hooligans convicted
ESSEN, Germany — Saying they "behaved
like monsters," a court Tuesday convicted and
sentenced four soccer hooligans to up to 10
years in prison for the near-fatal beating of a
French policeman at last year's World Cup.
The attack 16 months ago left officer Daniel
Nivel in a coma for six weeks and cast a pall
over soccer's premier event.
Andre Zawacki, 28, was convicted of
attempted murder and sentenced to 10 years
in prison. Prosecutors accused him of inflicting the most serious injuries on Nivel by beating him on the head with a metal rod in the
attack in Lens, France, where the German
team was playing Yugoslavia.
Tobias Reifschlaeger, 25, Frank Renger, 31,
and Christopher Rauch, 24, were convicted of
causing serious bodily harm and given sentences of six, five and 3 1/2 years, respectively
A gaunt-looking Nivel, 44, showed no reaction to the verdict as he sat in the courtroom.

TENNIScontinued from page eleven

a first round bye moving into
defeating a team from Ind'ana
University Purdue University
Indianapolis then loosing in a
tie breaker against fifth seed
Western Michigan 6-3, 3-6, 7-6.
"Erika and I were really
happy, we won our first match
and we played really well and
then our second match we
played fifth seed and we were
satisfied," Bratton said. "I
think we played our best."
For the men, junior Brandon
Gabel, sophomore Vitek Wild
and freshman Nicolas LopezAcevedo represented the Falcons at the ITA Midwest
Regional.
Wild started off in singles
with a first-round bye but then
suffered to Ohio States Andrew
Carlson. Starting off slow but
coming back strong in his two
sets against Eastern Michigan's
Jason Yue, Nicolas lost 6-4, 6-4.
The best thing about this
weekend was I saw a lot of
players that did not necessarily
hit the techniques very good,
though their techniques were
not the best, they did everything so mentally good, their

techniques weren't that important. They stayed tough, they
didn't give up and they played
good points," Nicolas said.
Brandon and Wild competed
in the doubles maindraw starting out by defeating a Western
Michigan team but then loosing
to the sixth seed Minnesota
team.
"We played well," coach Jay
Harris said. "We didn't close
out a couple matches like we
maybe would have wanted too,
we kind of showed our youth in
that and I think that it was
great that we were in the positions that we were and I think
that the guys were in those
positions learned some huge
lessons."
Both Dean and Harris said
that being able to watch other
talented players at the tournament gave their teams the coijfidence and realization that
they could be up at their level,
with them if they work hard
between now and spring.

See abilities,
think possibilities
■ERNET ACCESS
—

BGSU VS. BALL STATE
FOOTBALL
Saturday, November 13 at 1:00pm
This Saturday: Faculty & Staff Day
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Kirk's Coin Laundry
CLEANING YOUR LAUNDRY FOR 37 YEARS

Faculty & Staff can pick up
4 FREE TICKETS

709 S. Main

352-0397

with valid ID starting today
Sponsefed By: The Office of the President, The Office of the Provost, The
Office of the Vice President lor Student Affairs, and Intercollegiate Athletics

J. Smith M.D.

Students FREE with ID

General Medicine & Pain Management
Accepting New Patients
Immediate Appointments Available

DONT MISSTHE LAST HOME GAME OF THE MILLENIUM

354-6166
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By G. MICHAEL GRAHAM

Personals

Wanted

Brewsler's Pourhouse Happy Hour 3 9
33 oz Tankard of Domestic Beer $2 00
Si .25 well dnnks/ $1 00 shots
Free popcorn & peanuts, 3 pool tables
Darts, Air Hockey, & Free Shuflleboard

"Will pay for graduation tickets"
Call Liz at 353-4283

freshman. "It was one of my ments. "I could let the best
The BG News
goals. I worked hard for it. My balls in the world. But without
When Bowling Green travels high school has a strong tradi- good passers and hitter, I
FORUM II coming
to Ball State for the huge Mid- tion of sending players to col- wouldn't be able to do that rack
We would like to congratulate
Call 372-27)9
American Conference volleyball lege."
up those stats "
Emily Bright
game Wednesday, it'll face a
SENIORS
She would continue to excel
Sallee is aware that Wednes(or betng chosen as a member ot the
FINAL
DAYS-CALL
NOW
third-year setter in junior in 1998 unsurprisingly playing day's match could be one of the
Student Organizations Funding Board
SENIORS
We love you'
Emily Sallee.
every point that year. She made more important ones of her Any senior graduating
in Dec . May or Au4>M-*M-<t>M"<l>M-0M
Sallee leads a young team of the All-conference First Team career. But she and the Cardi- gust should call 1 -800-969-1338 now to
five freshmen, five sophomores averaging 15.04 assists per nals are used to having the schedule your senior portrait sitting. Por"Free CD of cool music when you regtraits will be taken this week only, from
and two juniors. Besides Sallee, game and 16.35 kills per con- bull's eye.
ister at myby1es.com, the ultimate
10am-6pm in 28 West Hall (Basement) It
Amanda Wingertsahn is the test.
"They're fighting for high only
website for your college needs."
takes about 15 minutes, and the $6
only person in the upper two
Despite all the individual position," Sallee said. "Bowling sitting tee can be charged through the
grades
accomplishments, Sallee knows Green is a great defensive team bursar Or register online at www carlwoilGive life Help infertile couple through
maternal surrogacy Any nationality
Aside from being an upper- she couldn't do it without her historically. They're really good. studto com. user name bowlmggreen2k
acceptable. Excellent compensation
(all
lower
case)
and
password
0037.
classman, Sallee has been teammates.
We try to go in every game and
(800) 450-5343
thrust into the leadership posi"That's definitely true," play. We play as a team and try BGSU's Town Hall Meetings: A Form
Opened To Students. Faculty. Slaft. and
tion as a setter. The setter basi- Sallee said of her accomplish- to do our best."
Kappa Delta ' KD * Kappa Delta
City Residents This Wednesday. Novemcally runs the offense.
Grandltl Stephanieber 10 ai 800pm in the BA Building.
"All parts of the game are
I am so proud of all you are and
Room 1007. Sponsored by GSS.
all you wish to become
important," Sallee said. "You
i Study Abroad Pre-Oeparture Onentalion
Welcome to the family1
have to know the players and
Are you studying abroad next semester0
Love. Gamma Amanda
how they're feeling that day.
II so. please attend one ot these predeKappa Delta ' KD ' Kappa Delta
parture
orientation
sessions:
You have to know what you can
Tuesday. November 16. 7 00-9:00pm,
and can't do in those situaKKG'Order of Omega'KKG "
1103 Oflenhauer West
tions."
Congratulations to Stephanie Brewer on
Wednesday, November 17, 7 00-9:00pm.
her induction into Order of Omega
On the year, Sallee has 1,387
1103 Oflenhauer West
Call 372-0309 it you have questions.
assists. She averages 14.3 per
MODEL UN CALLOUT
The Department of Political Science is
, game. Compared to her first
now accepting applications for the 1999two years in the Black and Red,
2000 BGSU Model United Nations Team
Sallee has been focusing on her
Travel
The deadline is Monday. November 15
defense more this year in terms
Stop by Williams Hall Rm »111 for an apof digging and blocking. She
plication and more information, or
"1 Spring Break Vacations'
www.bgsu edu/-cpeet/un/.
has 38 blocks and 229 digs
Cancun. Jamaica. Bahamas. 4 Flonda!
SFNI0RS
Now Hiring Campus Reps!
entering the BG match.
FINAL DAYS-CALL NOW
Best Prices Guaranteed. Free meal plans'
Sallee is coming off a 64SENIORS
1-800-234-7007
assist night in Ball State's 3-1
Any senior graduating m Dec , May or Auwww endlessummertours com.
gust should call 1 -800-969-1338 now to
win Saturday over Ohio. Her
"SPRING BREAK 2000"
schedule your senior portrait sitting Porcareer-high is 77 in a win over
. Free trips, Free Drinks. Free Meals'
traits will be taken this week only, from
Kent last year. That total is the
Hottest Destinations. Lowest Rates
10am-6pm in 28 West Hall (Basement). It
1800-426-7710-wwwsunsplashtours.com only takes about 15 minutes, and the $6
third-highest in school history.
sitting fee can be charged through (he
"As a freshman and sophoGO DIRECT1 »1 Internet-based company
more, she nearly totally focused
oflering WHOLESALE Spring Break pack- bursar. Or register online at www cartwolfstudio com, user name bowlmggreen2k
ages! Guarunteed Lowest Price! 1-800on setting," Ball State coach
(all lower case) and password 0037.
367-1252. www.spnngbreakdirect.com
Randy Litchfield said. "BlockSBy - 5BX ■ 5BV
ing and defense took a back
Spring Break 00
Cancun, Mazallan. or
seat. This year, she been conPersonalized
Jamaica from S399
centrating on them much more.
Graduation Announcements
Reps wanted! Sell 15 and travel tree!
Available within 48 hours
She added two inches on her
Lowest Prices Guaranteed!!!
Minimum purchase 25 pieces
jump. At 5-8, that's where you
Into: Call 1-800-446-8355
www sunbreaks com
need to be."
353-7732
Sallee made an impact the
SPRING BREAK 2000
4>M"<t>M-*M"<DM'<PM
Cancun. Mazatlan, Acapulco.
moment she took the court in
We would like to congratulate
Jamaica & S Padre
Jennie Dorko and Sarah Bateson
1997. She had 1,387 assists
Reliable TWA flights Biggest Parties &
on their acceptance into the
that year. She would go on to
Best Packages Book by Dec. 1 4
Order of Omega Great job ladies!
become the school's first MAC
SAVE up lo $200! 1 800.SURFS.UP
<DM-4>M'<DM-<1>M-Q>M
www sludentexpress.com
Freshman of the Year. She was
Student Health Service will be open at
the first freshman to start at
SPRING BREAK 2000
PANAMA CITY BEACH FLORIDA FROM| 9 20am on Thurs., Veteran's Day ottering
setter since Tiffany Stevens in
a full range of services
$149 PER PERSON SANDPIPER
1992.
BEACON BEACH RESORT, THE 'FUN
UAO Director Applications
"We intentionally played
PLACE'! HOME OF THE WORLD'S
are available in 330 Student Union.
with one setter prior to recruitLARGEST KEG PARTY DRINK DRAFT
Due by November 23. 1999
ing Emily," Litchfield said. "We
BEER ALL WEEK LONG TIKI BEACH
???s call 372-248
BAR ENTERTAINMENT BY BOOGIE
knew she could step in and play
UAO
INCORPORATED BIKINI CONTESTS.
right away. That's rare in that
Unlimited Tanning Till Chnstmas
MALE HARD BODY CONTESTS, 3
position."
$25 Campus Tan 352-7889
POOLS. LAZY RIVER RIDE. WATER
SLIDE. HUGE BEACHFRONT HOT
Her high school, Muncie
fXOYTIPnOHNMAKie
TUB. MINI GOLF, GIFT SHOP. SUITES
Burris High, helped her make
UP TO 10 PEOPLE
a
H
that nice tradition. Burris went
1-800-488-8828
A
We now have
A
Photo Provided
33-1 her senior year and was
WWW.SANDPIPERBEACON.COM
15
Ihe Greek
B
ranked the top team in the
SPRING BREAK! Cancun. Bahamas.
Alphabel!
I"
Ball State setter Emily Sallee sets the ball to her teammates. The Jamaica, Florida & South Padre. Call r
nation
A
Spnng Break (or a (ree brochure and A
"It was a great feeling," Falcons travel to Ball State to face Sallee and the Cardinals USA
rates and ask how you can EAT, DRINK E
$100 extra
E
Sallee said of stepping in as a today.
4 TRAVEL FOR FREE! Call 1-888-7774642 www.usaspringbreak.corn

Gold Gloves announced
By RONALD BLUM
AP Sports Writer

NEW YORK
— Rafael
Palmeiro won his third straight
American League Gold Glove at
first base despite playing just
28 games at the position this
year.
Palmeiro, who was a designated hitter for Texas in 128
games, joined Rangers catcher
Ivan Rodriguez., who won his
eighth straight Gold Glove,
among the winners announced
Tuesday by Rawlings.
Palmeiro, his time in the
field limited by a pair of athro-

scopic knee operations before
the season, had one error in 275
chances at first. He hit .324
with 47 home runs and 148
RBIs.
Gold Gloves are voted on by
major league managers and
coaches before the end of the
regular season.
Seattle's Ken Griffey Jr. won
his 10th straight Gold Glove
and outfielder Shawn Green,
who agreed to an $84 million,
six-year contract after Toronto
traded him to Los Angeles on
Monday, won his first.
Two members of the World
Series champion New York Yan-

kees also got Gold Gloves: outfielder Bernie Williams won his
third straight and third baseman Scott Brosius won his
first.
Cleveland second baseman
Roberto Alomar got his eighth,
while Indians shortstop Omar
Vizquel won his seventh
straight. Baltimore pitcher
Mike Mussina won for the
fourth year in a row.
Alomar gets a $100,000
bonus for winning, while Brosius, Green, Griffey Palmeiro,
Rodriguez and Vizquel each
gets $50,000

Services Offered
Worried about pregnancy7?
Free Pregnancy Tests.
Confidential and Caring
354-4673 BG Pregnancy Center

Z
per line
Z
H
H
eiKAMNEOnPITY<J>X4/

Anyone Interested In (pending their
Spring Break In New York City to learn
about poverty and racism first hand.
Meeting Thursday in BA 110 at 7:30pm
Be a Peer Educator!
Pick up an application
at the Wellness Connection
Deadline: Nov. 12.1999
Questions? Call 372-WELL

1 to 2 subleasers needed for spring semester Close to campus. Brand new apt.
Call 353-5518
2 Graduation Tickets Needed!
Will pay!
Call Mandy 354-7218
2-3 subleasers needed.
Call 353-7181
Clean t bdrm apt looking for 2 subleasers Avail immediately, furnished. A/C and
heating system, garbage disposal, new
refrigerator, big closets Rent is S330/mo
352-1798 or ekaten &bgnet bsgu edu
Female subleaser needed lor spring semester 707 6th. St, «7. Close to shuttle
stop. 5215/month (does not include gas.
cable, and electnc). Call 354-0469.
Male roommate wanted Own room in
spacious apt w/ all new appliances, carpet pamt 4 air Contemporary furnished.
Needed now until 8/00 Must be clean,
neat, prefer smoker & drinker Must like to
party occasionally Rent S237.50 * 1/2 all
util - 354-7600 Close to campus/shuttle
Subleaser needed tor house located on
East Merry $276 * utilities Own room.
Call 352-372.
Subleaser needed tor Spnng sem Extremely close to campus. $225 ♦ util.
Huge apt A own room Call 354-3285
Subleaser needed 1 bedroom, turnished.
spacious and close to campus.
Call 352-4792. leave a message.
Subleaser wanted starting Dec. 20. Eft
apt. $294/mo Very dose to campus,
your own parking space.
352-7380
Wanted 42 people to get paid $
To lose 10 to 50 lbs. $
100% natural 4 guaranteed
Call: (256) 659-3074
WANTED
BGSU Welcome Week Leaders
Gam valuable expenence and
make a difference for first-year students'
Applications can be picked up in 405
Student Services
Due by November 12 @ 5pm
Call 2-0465 tor info

Help Wanted
51500 weekly potential mailing our circulars For info call 203-977-1720

BG NEWS SALES REPS
NEEDED FOR 2ND SEMESTER
'Need "Real experience" to gel a
good |Ob after graduation?
"Have reliable transportation?
"Goal-oriented?
•Are a Business major
of Junior status?
'Enjoy a flexible schedule?
If you answered 'yes'
to all of the above;
stop by 204 West Hall
to fill out an application.
Bring your resume!
Call Todd at 372-2606

..-.--•

A graduate student needs help in editing
papers for language 4 style S2 00/page
Call 352-2504

Ihe tittle &hep
(University Union)

Personals
3-4 Graduation tickets needed
Will pay!
Please call Kim & 372-5228

1 roommate needed M or F Own room
Washer/dryer included Close to campus
$193/mo Call Kathy 353-5284

WILL BE CLOSED
THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 11
in observance of

VETERAN'S DAY

we Care! we Card, we Card we Card We Card
»♦

We Care, Do You?
Be a Welcome Week Leader

A Funny Thing Happened
On the Way to the
FORUM!••

Book by Burl Shevelove & Larry Gelbart
Music and lyrics by Stephen Sondheitn
Originally produced on Broadway by Harold S. Prince

CARE!

BGSU

we card we card we Card we Card we card.

\

Nov. 16-20 at 8 p.m.
Nov. 21st at 2 p.m.

November 24th 10pm
$3001st prize • $100 2nd prize

Where:

Pied up an application in
405 Student Services.
372-0465
Applications Due:
February 19

AMATEUR
CONTEST

When:

Eva Marie Saint Theatre,
University Hall

GIRL-ON GIRL
SHOWS

Tickets:

Fridays 6-9-12-2

<fjZZ. JII No Cover Before 5pm |

Adult: $8
Student/Senior Citizen: $6

H E A T R E

To reserve seats,
call 372-2719

S15 Couch Dances Every Day!

Oeja\

TT

135 S. BYRNE RD. TOLEDO 531 0079

i
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Help Wanted

Help Wanted

Help Wanted

For Sale

Attention Graduate Students
Earn up to S77.00/day
as a substitute teacher in tne
Oregon City Schools
(5 miles east of Toledo)
Qualifications
'Desire to work with students
'Bachelor Degree (All areas
•Background check
(419)693-0661
ask for Korl or Pam

NEWS REPORTER WANTED-Expenenced writer wanted for bi-weekly publication Duties include feature articles, copy
editing and photography Macintosh and
PageMaker experience helpful Flexible
hours Apply at Bedford Press. 2457
Tremainsville. Toledo Call Karen (419)
474-2248 or fax to 474-3291

Staples is now hiring for early am Mockers, am merchandisers & pm cashiers
Staples offers flexible scheduling & competitive wages Please apply at 1080
South Mam

HONDAS FROM $500
Police impounds and lax repos
For listings call 1-800-319-3323 ext 4558

Customer Service
RECRUITER
Staffing firm leader of 47 yrs has CS opportunities m the Toledo, Cleveland & Columbus areas We require a 4 yr college
degree, customer service & PC skills. Duties include interviewing, applicant placement, data entry & servicing client accounts We offer advancement & benefits
Fax resume to (216) 781-7022.
Deia Vu is now accepting applications
and auditioning for exoiic dancers. Earn
great money while working a flexible
schedule in a safe, dean environment.
Apply m person at 135 S Byrne Rd., Toledo
Did you paint last summer?
Studentpainters.net is looking for motivated students who want to manage their
own business next summer. Average
managers last year make approx S8000
for summer For more info, call John at 1800-869-9346
Human Resources
RECRUITER
Staffing firm leaders of 47 yrs has HR opportunities m the Toledo. Cleveland & Columbus areas. We require a 4 yrs. college
degree, customer service & PC skills Duties include interviewing, applicant placement, data entry & servicing client accounts. We offer advancement & benefits
Fax resume lo (216) 781 -702^
Looking for loving, dependable, college
student or adult to care for my 1 yr old in
my Perrysburg home, 10-15 daytime
hrs'wk. Flexible, good pay Can 872-2134
Want to Work For
Chicago's Best Companies?
The best enlry level growth opportunities
lor college students and grads Top paying full-time and temporary positions
• Administrative
* Customer Service
' HR & Marketing Assistants
" Finance Professionals
Call now to work during Winter break or to
get your career search started '
ADVANCED PERSONNEL
888-A-CAREER
acareer« advancedgroup.com
Sales
ACCOUNT EXECUTIVE
Stalling firm leader ol 47 yrs has entry
level outside sales opportunities We seek
energetic sales reps with a 4 yr college
degree & customer service or sales experience
'Salary * commission
'Full benefits
"Car all'
•Advancement opportui
Fax resume to (216) 781 -7022

Personal Care Attendant
Needed ASAP! I am a student living oncampus l need help getting ready in the
mornings & for bed in the eves due to a
mobility impairment These duties would
include assistance w/t>athmg. dressing &
transferring from the wheelchair lo the
toilet & back. This position is similar to
nurse's assistant If interested, please call
Meghan tt 372-5465
Servers, Hosts & Bus Staff
Apply in person, slop in any lime to fill out
an application Outback SteakhouseFindlay Exil 159. off 1-75 in Fmdlay Call
424-1510
Sitter needed. 3rd shift. Perrysburg Ref
req Call after 3pm, 872-4681
Sky Technology Resources. Inc I
tions Company tor Mid Am Bank and the
Ohio Bank is looking for'
NUMERIC DATA
ENTRY PROCESSORS
FT 2.00pm-11 00pm
PT 11:00am-2.00pm
PT 3 00pm-10;00pm
PT 5:00pm-1000pm
Late afternoon to evening hours, occasional Sat Previous banking and numeric
10 key or calculator experience helpful
Sky Tech offers:
'Competitive wage and
Quarterly Incentive
'Paid vacation/Personal Days
"Leading Edge Technology
Interested applicants should apply m person. Sky Technology Resources. Inc Operations Ctr . 1851 N. Research. BG (175
to exit 181) Sky Tech values a diverse
workforce and is in principle as well as
practice, an Equal Opportunity Employer
Take another Look at
Northcrest Nursing and
Rehabilitation Center
Winner of tho AHCA 1999 Quality Award
JCAHO accredited
Nursing Assistant Positions Available
Full A Part Time
RN positions. 2nd and 3rd shift
LPN positions 2nd shift
S1.000 sign on bonus
Unit Manager. Skilled Unit
$1.000 sign on bonus
Not state tested9 Earn pay while you train
'Benefits include
'Pay based on experience
'Medical, dental & vision plans
'Bonuses for extra shifts
'Tuition reimbursement
'Stock plan with company match
Apply in person. 240 Northcrest Drive.
Napolean. OH 43545 Questions? Call
Maggie or Bndget al 599-4070

OROER
ENTRY
Seasonal
$7 00 - $7.50
Hickory Farms is now hiring full and parttime seasonal Order Entry personnel to
input orders into our order processing
system Positions are open now through
December on day and evening shifts, during the week and on weekends. Must
have basic computer and typing skills
Positions are also open for customer
service and clerical personnel Attendance incentives, generous employee discount, and professional supervision. Apply in person at our corporate offices M-F
from 9 00 a m -7:00 p m . and Sal 10.00
a m -2 00 p.m. Hickory Farms, 1505 Holland Rd , Maumee. OH EOE.
Talented, take charge person lor infant
toddler unit & daycare center Part-time
position, work directly with children and
interlace with parents Call 878-4190 for
mote information.
Technical Recruiter
Cleveland ContingenfRelamed Technical
Sea'ch firm is seeking Recent/Fresh
Graduates for full-time Account Management positions Responsibilities includes
sourciMO/interviewing candidates for IT or
Engineering positions available at client
companies Ideal Account Manager will
be energetic* and entrepreneurial. Positions are salaried plus quarterly bonus
based on performance. Please fax/mail
resumes to Cleveland Systems Ltd. 4700
Rockside Blvd «1 Suite 135 Cleveland,
OH 44131 or E-mail-hr@clevelandsystfiQtt Qfij

"111 Spnng Break Specials! Bahamas
Party Cruise 5 Days $279' Includes Most
Meals' Awesome Beaches. Nightlife! Panma City. Daytona. South Beach, Florida
$129' spnngbreaktravel com 1-800-6786386

-EOE/M/F/DAT

Apartmentt LivingNot What You Expected?
Single Rooms - SI500 per semester
Share Room with Roommate - SS50 per semester
Includes:
All Utilities
(able TV
• Parking spot close to campus
• Friendly, safe, quiet environment
• On site laundry facility

rm

CALL AFTER 6 PM FOR 1)1 I All s ON HASSLE FREE LIVING

353-9164

ANDV AM) SARAH SI RAND
■

MEDIUM 7!

|TWO ITEM PIZZAi

Voted Best Pizza
?3«'94»'95«,96»'97«'98»'99.
Over 3 Million Pizzas Sold
_ Coupon
I Expires

I
I
I

Free Delivery^
352-5166 |
203 N. Mam. B G

Jo*

35 Years
Serving You

_^f

""'"NMHIN.SOWtlNGC""'

fl OK Til I- PRICE OF A^J
MOVII CHOOSELIVE
PROFESSIONAL STANDUP
i OMEDY!

W* B||/li/U'/
Student Travel
from A to Z

€V

London
Pa ri s
Barcelona
Amsterdam
Front Ovwluifl cat
nybutdonarl PW-

ll ATURING COMICS
FROM 11 BO, SI lOWTIMEj
"DAVID LETTKRMAN"

AND
THE TONIGHT SHOW"! j
172
196
232
214

chtK. Tares do not
include taxes, are
valid l«>r departure
in November and a:
nibjecl loihanei'.

!»

Keslmlions apply

Space still available for Spring 2ooo!

mA

^B ^^w

"Mouses and apartments. 2000-2001
school year. Listing available 24 hrs at
316 E. Merry. *3 Call 353-0325 between
9am-8pm/will mail listings. Also 2000 or
2001 second semester apts. available

SUBLEASEH"NEEDED
SPRING SEMESTER
$237 50/month comer of
Wooster and South College
Call Came 353-7258

"111! Cancun & Jamaica Spring Break
Specials' 7 Nights Air. Hotel. Meals,
Drinks From $399? 1 of 6 Small Businesses Recognised for Outslanding Ethics!
springbreaktiavel.com 1 -800-678-6386

http .//www. sa ve. or g

^AM Hi COUPON

For Rent

Money Orders $.25
Payday loans, checks cashed.
Prepaid phone cards
Fast cash. 1068 N Mam St.
354-2300

For Sale

TRf/iT DinmssiON

f

Homes from $199.30 mo. Repos. 4°-o
down. OK credit For Listings & payment
details call 1-800-719-3001 ext H584.

Waitstatf Days or nights, apply in person
at Brandywine Country Club.

VfHi trt boon piitled Ironi the woitrr vow wri
knew TIVMC'S a reason for it it s cicptessic

Starter home at 611 N. Prospect. 2 bedroom mid $60's 354-5040

i largo room with kitchenette & bathroom.
upstairs, grad sludent preferred
Utilities, lurnished, 352-5822
1,2.3 Bedroom Apis.
From only
S425
Pfivale Enhance
Palio
Spacious Kilchen
Small Pels Welcome!
Varsity Square Apis.
353-7715
Attention Graduate Students
A spacious 2 bdrm. 1 1/2 bath townhouse
in Perrysburg township. Washer/dryer,
A/C. tile kitchen, dishwasher. S575/mo
plus secunty deposit Call 419-662-8432
House lor rent spr. semester. Green
house on corner of Wooster & Manville
606 E Wooster 352-6561
Houses & Apts lor 2000-20001
school year
1 to 4 person rentals avail.
12 mo leases only
Steve Smith 352-8917 or 367-8666
No calls after 8pm-listing at 532 Manville

St. Thomas More - Newman Housing

riTFTl] USODt
•/

Needlul Things, a new kind ol store
Would you buy something you can't see?
8 oul of 10 people say NO1"
If you can't see it, why would you buy il?
"It is loo much ol an inconvenience to sel
up a lime with the person who is selling
something in the newspaper or one of
those trading' papers lo see what they
have lor sale And it you do see it, it may
not meet your expectations anyway. I
would rather buy it at my convenience
when I can see it without the hassles "
"I tried to sell something in a 'trading'
paper and I ended up paying more lor my
advertising than I got out ol selling my
item"
If you have something to sell, give us a
call Until
You can sell your items in our store Ironl
on a consignment basis to help you
achieve your economies of scale!!!
419-354-2433
(CALL COLLECT)
134 E Court Street
Bowling Green. Ohio

don t believe
everything
you feel.

1-800-2COUNCIL

This Week:
JOHN
RflTHBONE
SHOWTIMES

WED&THURS8PM
ERI & SAT 8PM & 10:301
2 FOR 1
ADMISSION W/AD
EXPIRES: 11/12
5319 I Iciitlu'rilowns at
Reynolds Rd.
Resv. 867-9041
S2 admission every Wed.

w/college l.D.
Must be 18 to enter
Connxlionscomedyclub.corr

[www .bgsu.edu/rec sports
M .m.ii;< Mien! Inc.

HI

SPECIAL EVENTS

REC SPORTS SKI TRIP

IXffiav* of Wellncss

Winter Park. CO
Jan. 3-Jan. 9. 2000

The fun and easy way to a
healthy holiday season
November 29-December 10
This FREE program includes
fun games, cool prizes and
helps YOU enjoy a healthy
and happy holiday season.
Sign up by Nov. 23 in the
SRC Main Office.

INTRAMURAL ACTIVITIES
Men's Zr Women's
3-playcr Basketball
entries due Nov. IO.
r>Men's & Women's Track &
,t>?£-> Field entries due Nov. 17

SI

L

Hi

Sprint 2000 aracrkum
•aaartunitles arc available In flic «
Intramural Office lot Rccrcatlnn and
Sport Management m»iers.
AnpHarkfu arc avatlaMe In 130 ft rry
FlcM House and en the web and
are due Nov. 23. Interviews
will be Or Id Nov. 29-30.

includes 6 nights lodging (w £20
! returnable deposit). A day lift ticket (5th
day at nominal fee), airfare from Detroit
Metro Airport and transportation from
Denver to Winter Park.

FITWELL CENTER

FITMU OPEN

HOUSE
Noon~6:00pm

7lo N Enterprise
Large studio, close to H( ISI
91 2-12 mo Leases
Starts ai $400

Management Inc.

Evergreen Apts..
215 E Poe
Studios & huge I bdnm
Laundry on silo
Rent starts ai $250,
Call 353-5800

Come find out what the FITWELL
CENTER has to offer. Refreshments
will be served and free blood pressure
screenings will be offered.

ManaKement Inc.
\\ illnn Home Apts.,
830 Fourth St.
I bdrm.. gas heat, A ( .
Remodeled

SPORT CLUBS

Starting al S4(M)
Call 353-5800

Women's Ice

HOT.py-s

1

OSU. F' , 11 /12 S 10:15pm

MerTi Club Ice Hockey vs. Hope Coll., Sal., 11/13* 10:15pm

Management Inc.
KCKATI0IUL

For more info about any of these programs,
please call 372-2711 or email recreatet'bgnet.

Management Inc.
Hlllsdale Apts.,
Ids: Fairviev,
Large studios,
«)l 2 -12 mo. leases
Sums at $380- CaU333-S800
M aiiu^cmcnt Inc.
Hi in/sill Apts.,

If hanct-cJ«livcnng. du« bg 3 OOpm to 130 P«rry Fi«ld
House If sending ckctionically. due by noon.
Uinuril MMvf Buii in***!'« SlWj 2000 art t.
•KMrjh No. IS. AffttiiiM! art MIM <• rV IM offa.
fkl4 HMW, v M rV «b. Mrrrim MI Iraltd to • tVtf e
Km bin. irtd •* t» Wi NH. 18-19.

Leasing tor January

srmrs

WfBGM
BGSU
I
\

Slop by our office at
1045 N. Main Si tor complete listing or call 3SJ-5800
www.wcnet.org/-mecca

JOHN NEWLOVE
REAL ESTATE ,
CHECK OUT OUR FEW
REMAINING LOCATIONS
*************
516 S. MAIN 2 BR duplex. $400-1
Person/$435-2 People.
Income qualifications must
be met. Available now
until August 2000.
*************
DEPOSITS EQUAL ONE
MONTH'S RENT.
NO PETS ALLOWED!!

***

*********

JOHN NEWLOVE REAL
ESTATE RENTAL OFFICE
354-2260
319 E. Wooster, B.G.
Across street from
Taco Bell

